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ABSTRACT
'This study evaluates the effectiveness of fiscal 
(and monetary) policies on a set of macroeconomic objectives, 
giving explicit consideration to the alternative modes by 
which the budget deficits (or surpluses) are financed. The 
extent to which quantitative reductions in the share of the 
public sector is compatible with"these'objectives is also 
examined. The evaluation of optimal macroeconomic policies 
is undertaken in the context of the Greek economy, since the 
financial aspects of the budget have not received the necessary 
attention. The method of analysis is carried out within an 
optimization framework which employes an econometric model 
of the Greek economy estimated over the period 1957-75, and a 
quadratic objective function depicting the desires of the 
policy-makers.
The specific characteristics of the Greek economy 
necessary for the construction of the econometric model and 
the specification of the objective function are discussed in 
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals with the theoretical considerations 
of the macroeconomic model and presents the optimization 
approach persued in the study. Chapter 4 presents the 
econometric model and discusses its dynamic characteristics 
and structure. The specification of the objective function 
and the optimization results are discussed in Chapter 5. 
The major findings of the study are summarized in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 1 
AIM AND METHODOLOGY OP THE STUDY
The achievement of certain short-term
stabilization objectives, as it has been recently recognized, 
depends not only on the extent of government spending, 
but more importantly" on the mode employed to finance 
budget deficits. Recent literature on economic stabilization 
policies focuses not so much on alternative fiscal and monetary 
policies, but on the financial aspect of the budget, giving 
explicit consideration to the government budget constraint . 
It has been, established by now that it makes a difference in 
terms of fiscal stimulus, whether the budget deficit is financed 
by creation of money, by sale of government bonds to the private 
or banking sector, or simply by the collection of higher taxes,
The problem of deficit finance has been associated, 
mainly by monetarists, with the size and growth of the p\iblic 
sector. Accordingly, the relative expansion of the public 
sector (basically administrative oriented) combined with its 
low productivity, absorbs a fair amount of funds, and curtails
the expansion of the private sector (mainly market oriented
p
and of relatively high productivity) . The result is a drop
in real output on a national scale from what1 it would otherwise 
be. Also ,* the 'excessive 1 expansion of the public sector 
generates inflationary pressures in the economy 
because of the difficulties involved in financing such 
spending, following .this argument, i;t has been- suggested 
that a reduction of the share of the public sector in the 
economy is desirable, giving the necessary elbow room to the 
private sector to expand production, absorb more funds, and
thus cut- down the rate of-increase in prices.
The method of analysis in this study, employs a 
model of the economy, expressed in mathematical (quantitative) 
terms. The need for such a model results from the fact that, 
in considering macroeconomic policies, we must have in mind 
a clear image of the functioning of the economic system, and 
the way in which the various variables interact between each 
other, as well as the direction of causality of their relation- 
ship. In addition, in persuing macroeconomic policies, it is 
also worthwhile to have quantitative estimates of the inter- 
action of the economic variables, rather than some 'feeling 1 
of the way things develop. Therefore, macroeconomic policy 
considerations (formulations) are limited by the state of 
macroeconomic theory and our ability to folmulate it mathe- 
matically.
Despite the careful analytical examination the 
subject has received, most of the major controversial issues 
dividing the economists are still unresolved. It seems that 
the diversity of results stems from the fact that they are 
quite sensitive to minor alterations of the model specification 
and, therefore, the diversity of policy measures results from 
different conceptions of the functioning of the 
economic system. Furthermore, as the complexity of the model 
specification evolves, with the relaxation of linearity 
assumptions, analytical examination of qualitative effects
exhibits diminishing returns, since most of the resulting
3 effects become indeterminate in sign .
Compared to the abudance of theoretical papers of 
analytical examination of the efficacy of alternative policies,
there is a pausity of empirical investigations on the subject 
in general4'. We think that it would be useful to see the 
degree to which theoretical considerations are supported by 
empirical evidence« The purpose, therefore, of this study is 
to evaluate the effectiveness of fiscal (and monetary) policies 
on a set of explicitly defined objectives, giving full con- 
siderations to the alternative modes by which the budget is 
financed. Accordingly f the optimal size of the public sector 
is derived : and we also examine the extent to which a 
quantitative reduction in tha public sector is compatible with 
some predefined objectives* The economy of Greece is chosen 
as an example of optimal policy evaluation.
In the case of Greece, unlike the case of other
countries, the financial aspects of the budget have not received 
the necessary attention, since none of the econometric models 
of the Greek economy so far published have considered 
explicitly the interconnection of monetary and fiscal policies,. 
As regards to the claim, that the relatively fast growth of 
public spending prohibits the expansion of the private sector 
and, therefore, the growth of the economy, creating inflation 
at the same time, there has. not been any supporting empirical
c
evidence^ 
Before we conclude this introductory chapter, we 
shall comment on the methodology followed in this study in 
general terms, since it is a comparatively new way of analyzing 
economic phenomena, with clear.advantages over techniques 
usually employed6 .
Traditional macroeconomic analysis focuses on one 
indicator of economic performance, usually national income,
aims at evaluating the efficacy of alternative policies 
with respect to this sole target, the implication being that 
targets are complementary to each other rather than competing, 
This kind of analysis, although merited for its simplicity, 
is far from an accepable way of any realistic examination* A 
more acceptable analytical framework is to recognize the 
multiplicity of macroeconomic objectives and their contradic- 
tory character, because in reality, the problem policy-makers 
are faced with is tp coordinate a multiple of objectives 
employing a set of policy instruments, assuming they have 
sufficient hold over them.
The traditional method of obtaining optimal policies 
is the 'simulation approach* to economic policy which relies 
on testing a number of arbitrarily selected policy actions 
seeking to determine their respective effects on policy targets* 
The optimal policy is arrived at by some independent mean 
evaluating these outcomes.
One of the difficulties of this approach is that 
the achievement of some desired behaviour for the targets 
might result in values of the instruments that are not feasible. 
Any trade-off problem between objectives will determine the 
degree to which the realization of these objectives is possible. 
Under those circumstances it is necessary to account for the 
trade-off between conflicting requirements on the targets and 
instruments of the economic system. This is accomplished by 
the introduction into the analysis of a criterion function 
which gives a unique set of values for the model variables, 
having the primary property of being feasible and satisrying the 
model equations together with the imposed constraint. In this 
way we arrive at a systematic method of calculating the 
quantitative effects of targets and instruments, that is, a
4
quantitative policy model.
By formulating a quantitative policy model it is 
possible to have simultaneous measurement of the quantitative 
effects of all targets and instruments. Quantitative policy 
models consist of two "basic elements:
a) An econometric model depicting the working of 
economic system under consideration, and
"b) A social welfare function representing the
desires of the policy-makers.
Thus the economic policy problem amounts to the maximization 
of a welfare function subject to the econometric model.
Although the proposed mathematical framework is 
unavoidably somewhat restrictive its practical consequence 
for applied work is very useful. The imposition of a mathemat- 
ical framework upon policy issues, as well as the employment 
of an econometric model inherently forces.a variety of aspects 
of applied problems to conform to a set structure.
As regards the econometric model, it is understood 
that it,exhibits spurious precision and there is always the 
temptation to treat it as more accurate and reliable than it 
is. However, its precision and explicitness exposes it to open 
critisism and its drawbacks can be easily detected.
On the other hand, the use of a welfare (or criterion) 
function implies that there is a consensus as to the 
preferences that are to govern the policy choice. This is the 
point where the problem of formulating a satisfactory social 
welfare function arises. Its specification has to provide for 
the preferences of the economic system as a whole, that is, of 
compromising between the interests of competing social groups. 
This fact might lead to the conclusion that a satisfactory 
representation of national welfare could not be easily arrived
at. However, the difficulty in formulating a criterion 
function does not deprive the optimization approach of any 
practical relevance to the policy problem. The important 
contribution iof the optimization approach lies in the fact 
that the derived optimal policies depend upon the shape of the 
social function and are evaluated against it. Obviously, a 
different shape of the objective function will result into a 
different set of optimal policies.
In addition, the introduction of an objective function 
which penalizes deviations of the targets and instruments 
from some desired paths results in a more efficient generation 
of feasible trajectories. In contrast to the Simulation 
approach 1 the explicit optimization technique, starts with 
some arbitrarily determined preferences among outcomes and 
seeks to obtain the optimal feasible policy. Given the under- 
lying constraints, this policy is unique among other policies. 
It-thus becomes possible to hit the desired targets using 
fewer experiments. Furthermore, because of the resulting 
increase in computational efficiency various alternative paths 
can be generated and compared.
Finally, variation in the weighting specification 
of the objective function generates alternative policies and
i
their consequencies are examined and analyzed. By the explo- 
ration of a range of possibilities we discover the extent to 
which the economic path we try to follow is feasible or if it 
has in fact been well selected. Whatever form of criterion 
function is employed it always pays to explore the conse<- 
quences of varying it since the resulting increase in 
computational efficiency of the optimization approach makes 
it relatively easy to do. This kind of experimentation allows
us to discover the constraints which the model implies for the 
achievement of desired policies. The "behavioural equations of 
the model are individually specified and although the endo- 
genous variables might trace their actual path satisfactorily, 
there might be deficiencies in the interconnection of variables 
in the whole model. These model deficiencies are brought about 
when the model is driven to some extreme situation by varying 
the specification of the objective function. The consequences 
are felt on the model components and hence the dynamic 
properties are highlighted and the drawbacks detected* Any 
policy effects which because they were absent in the data 
were not considered in the specification of the model are 
brought .to our attention. so, in effect, the optimization 
approach tells us as much about the properties'.of the econometric 
model, as about the optimal economic policies we ought to 
follow.
The results indicate that the cyclical fluctuations 
in aggregate economic activity can be reduced and its level 
increased, provided we are prepared to expand the budget 
adequately and undertake discretionary fiscal action. Bond 
financing seems to be more expansive with respect to income 
in the sixties, compared to money financing, which is superior 
in the seventies. Bond financed deficits are also preferred 
with respect to the stabilization of economic activity, over 
the whole planning horizon. Although a trade-off between 
inflation and the rate of change of income is revealed by 
the results, the objective of reducing the pace of inflation 
to acceptable levels, is unattainable, unless we are prepared 
to depress the economy.
The optimal policies call for an increase in the 
share of the public sector in the economy* An objective of 
reducing it is incompatible with the other macrpeconomic 
objectives of price stability and fast and steady growth in 
real income. A policy of reducing the share of the public 
sector results in a reduction of economic activity, without 
achieving any substantial decceleration in the rate of 
inflation.
The study is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 deals with the specific features of the 
Greek economy and describes the development of the major 
macroeconomic magnitudes. This information is necessary for 
the subsequent construction of the macroeconomic model for 
Greece (Chapter 4) and the specification of the objective 
function (Chapter 5).
Chapter 3 is devided into two parts. Part one sets 
put the recent developments in macroeconomic analysis. The 
consequences of the various modifications to the macroeconomic 
model, highlighting the importance for the inclusion to the 
model of the government budget constraint, are discussed. In 
the second part the particular optimization approach followed 
in this study is formally presented. Further problems
associated with the specification of the objective function 
and the planning horizon are also discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the construction and estimation 
of the econometric model of the Greek economy. The particular 
equations describing the model are discussed, together with 
the performance of the model as a whole and its dynamic 
properties.
8
Chapter 5 describes the specification of the 
objective function and the way the policy evaluation exper- 
iments were conducted. The resulting outcomes of optimal 
policies throughout the optimization period (1966-1975) 
are presented in detail, and the policy implications are 
traced out.
Finally, the conclusions derived from the whole 
study are sumarized in Chapter 6.
1. See for example, Christ (1967, 1968, 1969).
2. See Taylor (1979). 
3* See Turnovsky (1977).
4. For a survey see Chounhdry (1976).
5. The subject has been taken up by the press and is 
generally discussed in broad terms. See among others, 
! The Guilty Sector' in the Greek daily Express (28/10/79) 
and the review article by Fakiolas (1980); Bacon and 
Karayiannis-Bacon are concerned with the longer term 
prospects of the Greek economy.
6. See the Report of the Committee on Policy Optimization 
(1978) and the comments by Johansen (1979) and 
Shupp (1979).
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CHAPTER 2 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE GREEK ECONOMY
The purpose of this chapter is to provide some 
information on the development of the most important elements 
in the Greek economy in the postwar period and in particular 
during the sample period 1957-1975. Although a more complete 
elaboration is beyond the scope of this study, we think that 
this brief discussion will give insights into the special 
features of the economic structure in Greece. The relevant 
information contained will be of help in understanding the 
logic of the building of the econometric model for Greece, 
presented in chapter 4 below, as well as the conducted optimal 
control experiments discussed in chapter 5.
2.1 Developments of Gross National Product and Expenditure
In the period 1950-75, Gross National Product
increased at .an annual growth rate of 6.3%. However, the growth 
rate was not uniform throughout the period* ranging from 5*8 
in the fifties to a high 7.296 in the sixties, falling to 5.6 
in the years 1970-75. The major production sectors, although 
they followed similar patterns of growth - the fastest pace 
recorded in the period 1960-70 - they differed significantly
\
in magnitude. As a consequence, the relative contribution of 
the major sectors of GNP was altered over the years (Table 2.1), 
The primary production sector registered growth rates 
(4.156 on average) much lower to that of GNP. Its contribution 
to GNP followed a declining trend from 27.7% in 1950 to a 
16.396 in 1975. The secondary production sector , on the other 
hand, was the fastest growing (8.2% on average). Its substantial
11
expansion, from 2096 of GNP in 1950 to over in 1975,
 < 
counterbalanced the contraction of the primary sector . The
tertiary production sector, although it expanded at rates 
higher than jbhose of GNP, maintained its contribution to 
around 5096.
TABLE 2,1
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS ( 1 970 prices)
contribution growth rates 
1 930 I960 JJ370 1915 .50/60 60/70 70/75
1. Primary Sector 27.7 22.7 17.9 16.3 3*8 4.7 3.6
2. Secondary Sector 20.0 255.4 30.7 31.1 8.4 9.3 5.8
3. Services
a) Transportation ? ^  65 ?5 83 4g Q8 ?8 
communication
d) Other 22.0 21.8 19.7 19.0 5.7 6.1 4.8
4. G.D.P. 99.5 98.4 97.9 97.8 5.7 7.2 5.6
5. Net income from nc; 90 -jo-t -inx ^« abroad °- 5 1 * 6 2 ' 1 2 ' 2 18 ' 1 10 - 3 6 " 8
6. G.N.P. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 5v8 7.2 5.6 
Source: National Accounts of Greece (1976).
The result of this structural reorientation is the
consequence of the industrialization process, in the course
2
of which, the productive capacity of the economy widened . The
emphasis shifted from agriculture to manufacturing production 
suitable for exports. The reduction in size of the primary 
sector had also important implication in the cyclical fluctua- 
tions of economic activity. After the mid-sixties, the 
so-called 'two-year cycle 1 of agricultural production associ- 
ated with the every other year fruition of olive trees was 
reduced, thus affecting less severely the developments in GNP. 
In a way, development in agricultural production were 
disentangled from the developments in the rest of the economy,
12
The developments of the finance of Gross National 
Expenditure of the economy are shown in Table 2.2.
TABLE 
GROSS NATIONAL SXPENDITURS DEVELOPMENTS (1970 prices)
contribution growth rates
1250 I960 1_970 5 50/60 60/70 70/75
1. Gross Eat. producto- n nr n n . oc- , 0     c ,(market prices) 87.9   95.9 94.0 95.1 6.2 7.7 5.1
2. Net Borrowing &
Transfers from 12.1 4.1 6.0 4.9 -5.8 12.2 0.7 
Rest of World
3. Consumption 90.6 81.3 74.1 78.6 4.2 6.9 6.1
a. Private 77.0. 67.8 62.4 64.9 4.0 7.0 5.7
b. Public 13.6 13.5 11.7 13.7 5.2 6.3 '8.3
4. Gross Asset Form. 18.0 19.2 21.8 18.2 6.0 9.3 1.1
a. Enterprises 10.7 12.7 15.7 13.1 7.1 10.2 1.1
b. Public 7.3 6,5 6.1 5.1 4.2 7.3 11;1
5. Change in. Stocks -0.5 4.1 3.2 '- -
Gross Expenditure 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 5.3 7.9 4.9, 
Source: National Accounts of Greece (1976).
The share of total investment including stock- 
building, is on an ascending trend, with growth rates well 
above the average in the fifties and sixties, deccelarating 
in later years. The contribution of consumption (over 60% of 
the total) continually decreases, its growth rates being 
below average except in the years 1970-75. The development 
of the various components are discussed in detail in following 
sections (section 2.4 onwards).
2.2 Employment
After the end of World War II, the Greek economy 
was characterized by a chronic and massive unemployment and 
underemployment, estimated at about 15-25% of the total active 
population. It is difficult to obtain an accurate picture of 
the degree of unemployment in Greece, because the relevant
13
indicators are not accurate . This is due to certain structu- 
ral characteristics of Greece, mgunly the large agricultural 
sector with a high degree of underemployment, the large share 
of self-employed and the numerous small scale establishments 
in private non-farm employment.
According to 1961 Census, unemployment or under- 
employment affected 23.6% of the total work in force. In the 
sixties, this figure was reduced to 15%,according to the 1971 
Census. These figures indicate that the problem of unemploy- 
ment was substantially reduced. However, this is not so much 
attributed to the creation of employment creating oportunities, 
but to large scale emigration which took place in the fifties 
and sixties .
Regarding employment, an increase in absolute and 
relative number of people employed in the secondary section 
was observed, a large proportion of which (about one third) 
is employed in construction. As a consequence, employment in 
agriculture fell significantly. Extrapolations of the 1961-71 
censuses figures indicate a further decline to about 30% of 
the agricultural population in 1977  
Generally, the pattern of demand (especially in the 
late sixties and seventies) favoured labour intensive sectors, 
notably construction and services. Between 1960-70 non- 
agricultural employment increased by 3.25%, of which 1.6% 
was attributed to industrial employment and 4.8% to construc- 
tion, compared to a 3.7% increase in employment in services. 
A related point to the increase in services is the fact that 
the State provided for employment to a large number of those 
who were leaving the countryside and wanted to be employed 
elsewhere
14
Up until 1953 the Greek economy experienced 
high rates of inflation of the order of 10-12%, which 
was the result of excessive demand due to the inability 
of the economy to increase the supply of resources. The 
past experience of hyperinflation of the War periocj. made 
people sensitive to inflation and they were reluctant to 
'divert funds to productive investment activities. During 
that period hoarding in gold sovereigns and investment in 
real estate was substantial.
In 1953 the domestic currency was devaluated by 
50?£ and the pace of inflation started to deccelerate , and 
in the period 1954-56 prices rose by only on average. 
By the mid-fifties, when the results of the devaluation 
worked themselves out, prices rose by only on average, 
Since then, and up until the mid-sixties, Greece experienced 
a remarkable price stability, The confidence 
of the public to the domestic currency was restored and 
the private deposits with the commercial banks rose 
remarkably. Hoarding was reduced and the credit needs of 
the economy were thus satisfied without resorting to the 
Bank of Greece.
Towards the end of the sixties inflation rates 
Started rising again, due to pressures on prices from the 
supply side (readjustments in the factors of production 
costs), and also demand pressures as a result of rising 
incomes due to rapid economic growth. Excess demand was 
to a large extent satisfied by increases in imports, which 
led to the importing of inflationary factors, reinforced by
*
adverse economic disturbances internationally. The sharp
in prices abroad in 1973 affected the domestic prices 
severely and the Greek economy was faced with price increases 
well above to those of other countries*
Price differentials showed relative stability 
over the sample period, as it is indicated by Table 2.3
below (where P,_, P^, P. and P, denote the implicit pricey c i n
deflators of income at factor cost, private consumption, 
private fixed business investment and investment on housing 
respectively).,
TABLE 2.3
Year
Source
PRICE DEVELOPMENTS (1970 prices) 
Py *c Pi PK Pc
.698
.698
.725
.734
.770
.778
.812
.847
.888
.914
.931
.961
1.000
1.032
1.087
1.303
1.597
1.778
.768
.758
.790
.800
.821
.829
.861
.900
.940
.936
.947
.971
1 .000 1
1 .026 1
1.065 1
1.264 1
1.617 1
1.835 1
National Accounts
.656 .671
.700 .646
.721
.724
.795
.815
.820
.835
.885
.910
.927
.934
.000
.067
.181
.357
.649
.907
of
.681
.681
.726
.727
.739
.781
.865
  .878
.879
.908
1.000 1.
.998 1.
1.087 1.
1.359 1.
1.750 1.
1.855 1.
Greece (1976)
783
802
814
830
827
850
885
929
945
947
948
972
000
030
074
241
575
786
; w:
the exception of PQ which is obtained 
from the National Statistical Service 
Bulletin.
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2*.4 Private Consumption
tfhe rate of growth of total private consumption 
expenditure in the post-war period (5.5%) was lower than that 
of GNP (6.5%X, thus allowing for inducement of savings to 
finance the growth of capital formation in the country. Its 
growth rate, however, was not uniform over the period, ranging 
from a 4.0% in the fifties to a 7.0% in the sixties, falling 
back to a 5.7% in the years 1970-75. Looking at the individual 
components of private consumption, certain changes can be 
detected, illustrating changes in consumers' preferences, 
(Table 2.4).
TABLE 
DEVELOPMENT. OF- TOTAL PRIVATE CONSUMPTION (1970 prices)
t.Food 46.1 43.0 35.8 33.2 4.8 3.5
2. Beverages 4.3 3.4 3.2 3.4 6.0 6.8
3.T6bacco 3.7 3.9 3.5 3.8 5.6 6.9
4. Clothing- footwear 8.4 9.1 13.0 13.3 10.5 5.6
5. Rent-water charges 12.4 12.5 11.9 12.8 6.2 .6*6
6. Fuel-light 1.7 2.0 2.4 2.6 8.4 6»6
7. Furniture-furnishings 1.7 3.6 4.8 5«2 9.9 6.6,
8. Household operation 5.4 4.2 4.0 4.0 6.1 5.5
9. Health-personal exp. 4.1 3.6 4.8 5.2 10.0 3.6
^.Transportation 3.9 5.5 7.2 8.7 9.7 9.0
11. Communications 0.2 0.6 1.2 1.9 14.6 15.6
12.Recreation 5.5 6.3 7.5 7.3 8.6 4.5
13. Education 1.5 2.1 1.6 1.5 3.6 3.6
14. Miscellaneous 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 6.9 2.2
Priv. domestic cons. 99.9 100.9 102.0 103.2 6.8 5.3
15. Exp. of residents -   ''
abroad 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.1 9.8 11.9
1 6. Less; Exp. of rion-
residents - 0.2 1.5 2.8 4.3 13.8 14.5
Total priv. consv 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 6,7 5.0
Source: National Accounts of Greece (1976).
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There is a falling tendency of the consumption of 
while the share of clothing-footwear, furnishings, 
travel-transportation and recreation-entairtainment is con- 
stantly increasing at fast pace, especially in the sixties. 
She share of services is low, depicting the fact that some of 
the provisions are made by the State. The overall picture of 
private consumption has the tendency to resemble more to that 
observed in developed countries, where a larger portion is 
devoted to activities other than the basic needs (Table 2.5).
TABLE 2.5
PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OP PRIVATE CONSUMPTION
BY CATEGORY OP CONSUMPTION GOOD (1970 prices)
19,60 1963 1970. 1975
1. Durables 3.2 4.0 4.6 5.8
2. Semi-durables 11.3 13.6 15.3 15.6
3. Non-durables 55.6 53.1 49.4 47.8
4. Services 29.9 29.3 30.7 30.8
Total priv. cons. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: National Accounts, of Greece (1976).
The share of durable goods is relatively small but increasing 
at a fast rate. This is largely explained by the increased 
expenditure for the aquisition of private cars, whose percen- 
tage contribution in the expenditure on durables rose from 
2.5# in 1960 to 21.6% in 1975. With the exception of non-dura- 
bles, the other categories indicate an upward development.
The ratio of private consumption to disposable in- 
come has been falling over the years , indicating that the 
above mentioned developments in the composition and growth of 
consumption are related to other factors, as well as to the 
disposable income. As a result of urbanization, the composi- 
tion and source of incomes has changed, since the proportion 
of urban population and their incomes has increased. Further -
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any fall in consumption due to emigration has been 
counterbalanced by the emigrants' remittances, which increase
7the demand of consumption goods (especially durable goods) * 
The increased level of consumption expenditure in 
the period 1970-75 is attributed to consumption habits aquired 
in the past (especially in the late sixties when incomes were 
growing at fast rates) and carried over at times not justified
o
by the levels of disposable incomes . In addition, the prevail- 
ing circumstances of uncertainty regarding future price 
developments, gave rise to a substantial stockpiling, being 
regarded as a defence for their money incomes. This 
development, however, is expected to have contradictionary 
effects on consumption in later years*
2.5 Private Investment
The rate of growth of investment expenditure, in the 
post-war period, was higher (6.3$ on average) than that of 
gross national product. It displayed similar developments to 
those of private consumption mentioned above. The higher growth 
rate was achieved in the sixties (9.3$) f compared to in 
the fifties, falling down to a mere 1.1$ in the period 1970-75. 
Public investment, consisting of about 30$ of the total over 
the period, increased at somewhat lower rates.
The percentage composition of gross fixed invest- 
ment by sector of economic activity (Table 2.6) does not reveal 
any dominant increasing or decreasing trends over the years. 
The proportion of the individual components is altered accord- 
ing to the directives of Government policy, reflecting the 
changing conditions of the domestic market and the economic 
developments in relation to the rest of the world. Thin can
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also be deduced from the decomposition of investment by type 
of capital good (0?able 2.6), where about of investment 
absorbed by housing (Items II.1 & II.2) f in the period of 
reconstruction. In later years, however, the emphasis was 
shifted towards the production of goods for the domestic market,
the development of manufacturing and. the sectors of transpor-
q tation and communications «
TABLE 2.6
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS FIXED I 
BY SECTOR AND TYPE OF CAPITAL GOOD (1970
1951-60 1961-70 1971
I. 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
II. 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Distribution by sector
Agriculture-fishing
Mining-quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity-gas
Transportation
Dwellings
Public Administration
Other services
Distribution by capital good.
Dwellings
Other Buildings
Other Construction
Transportation
Other Equipment
12.
1.
14.
10.
12.
35.
2.
12.
35.
12.
22.
5.
24.
TOTAL 100.
3
6
0
0
4
4
1
2
4
9
3
0
4
0
12
1
12
8
19
30
0
14
30
14
24
8
22
100
.2
.4
.7
.7
.3
.6
.9
.2
.6
.0
.9
.4
.1
.0
9
0
15
9
20
28
2
13
28
14
22
9
26
100
NYE 
pr
-75
.9
.8
.8
.1
.3
.5
.0
.6
.5
.0
.0
.1
.4
.0
Source: National Accounts_..oj_.Gr_gece   (1976).
Regarding investment policy over the period, there 
was not any definite direction towards employment creating 
activities, the net result being massive emigration of the 
most dynamic section of the labour force. In the absence of 
a more determined policy of industrial development, the autho- 
rities employed housing investment (a capital intensive acti- 
vity) as a means of maintaining the economy on a high growth
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path. This was achieved through credit restrictions/easening 
and fiscal measures.
The post-war housing boom, mainly explained "by 
economic and demographic reasons, was reinforeced "by the 
prevailing social attitudes and traditions. Consequently, the 
rate of return on capital invested in real estate has been 
superior to that of almost all other forms of assets. The in- 
duced speculative forces have diverted capital and enterpre- 
neurial initiative from productive activities and especially 
away from manufacturing, which is expected to have adverse 
repercussions in the industrial development in the future .
As regards the financing of gross investment, the 
percentage contribution of savings is shown in Table 2.7-
TABLE 2,7
PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OP SAVINGS 
FINANCING GROSS INVESTMENT (current prices)
1951-60 1961-70 1971-75
1. Domestic financing 81.1 86.7 88.9
a. Public 10.8 16.8 9.2
b. Private 70.3 70.1 79.7
2. Foreign financing 18.9 13.3 11.1
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0
Source: National Accounts of Greece (1976).
The contribution of public financing is increased in periods 
of active fiscal policy to accentuate economic development. 
In the period 1970-75, however, the financing from public 
sources has been halted in the effort to reduce the expenditure 
side of the budget and curtail inflation. In these circum- 
stances the burden of financing of investment projects
has fallen on-the private sector. Foreign financing follows 
a decreasing trend; we return to this later.
Greek industrial enterprises depend to a great
extent on external sources of finance. According to a survey
11 by the Bank of Greece on a number of manufacturing firms,
borrowed funds exceeded 70% of total liabilities in the three 
years 1958, 1966, and 1975, while their own capital accounted
for less than 30$ (Table 2.8).
TABLE 2.8
GREEK MANUFACTURING: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF BORROWING
No of Own borrowing total- Bank 
Year firms. Capital Short Long Total liabil. borrow, other
1958-216 27.4 55.7"16.9 72.6 100.0 58.7 41.3
1966 204 29.9 58.5 11.6 70.1 100.0 59.0 41.0
1975 189 29.1 43.2 27.7 70.9 100.0 52.8 47.2
Source: D. Halikias (1978), p.141.
The ratio of these enterprises' own capital to borrowed funds 
is considerably lower in Greece than it is in other industrial 
countries, where internal sources of finance are the most im- 
portant providing in many cases as much as of the total
12 funds employed in industry . Another point that emerges fro'm
Table 2.8 is that Greek industrial firms are employing short 
term borrowing to a greater extent. This is partly related to 
the relatively small size of Greek firms, implying that they
lack credltworthness arid hence long-term borrowing is not
1"5 
easily accessible to them . The fact that bank lending is
substantial compared to other sources of finance may be due 
to the underdeveloped character of the Greek capital market.
The financing of gross fixed investment from foreign 
sources consists basically of remittances of sailors 1 and 
emigrants 1 foreign borrowing in the form of suppliers 1 credit 
and finally, direct foreign capital to finance business invest- 
ment, mainly under the decree 2687/53. It was not until the
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late fifties and early sixties that foreign capital, under 
the law 2687/53 and subsequent legislation came into the 
country on a large scale and had a considerable impact on 
the structure of the economy, not because of its size, but 
because of its orientation. In view of the fact that Greek 
capital was unwilling or unable to operate in the manufactur- 
ing sector (preferring more profitable and less risky activ- 
ities), foreign investment was directed towards those key 
industries like chemicals and metallourgy, which can contrib- 
ute 'most to the widening of the industrial base .
2.6 Balance of Payments
In the process of economic development, the broaden- 
ing of the domestic market is attributed to a great extent to 
the bioadening of the foreign market. Foreign trade increased 
substantially in the post-war period (Table 2.9).
TABLE 2.9
FOREIGN TRADE DEVELOPMENTS (million 
Year imports exports exp/imp
1958
1965
1970
1973
1974
1975
Source:
509.8
1016.5 -
1696.1
4030.8
4635.2
4876.1
242.8
330.9
. 612.2
1230.5
1774.1
1960.1
47.6
32.5
36.1
30.5
38.3
40.2
-267.0
-685.0
.-1083.9
-2800.3
-2861.1
-2916.0
Bank of Greece, Monthly Statistical Bulletin
(various issues).
Among the reasons accounting for this is the low degree of 
self-sufficiency in raw materials and fuel, the small domestic 
market, the low industrial base of the economy, as well as the 
over supply of agricultural products*
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Both imports and exports increased by about ten 
times over the period 1958-75* The fast growth of imports 
in the late fifties and early sixties was the result of the 
process of rapid industrialisation resting on imported 
capital goods and technical equipment as well as on consump- 
tion goods, a fact reflected in the fast growth of capital 
formation. The accelerated growth of imports in the period 
1973-75 reflects the responsiveness of Greek imports to the 
fluctuations of the world and domestic markets, and is indica- 
tive of the high degree of dependance of the economy on foreign 
developments. In terms of volume, however, imports decreased 
after 1973 due to the fall in domestic activity in 1974 and 
also due to accumulated stocks of foreign origin in previous 
periods.
The most considerable development in exports was 
the increased pace and percentage share of industrial, exports 
which became the largest sector of the economy. Greek exports 
ceased to depend on a small number of agricultural products, 
the demand and quality of which are more or less related to
the prevailing weather conditions and they have a low income
15 
elasticity in the markets abroad .
As regards to imports, a large proportion consists 
of machinery, transportation and other equipment of vital 
importance for the development of production and capital for- 
mation. This fact influences in a positive manner the modern- 
ization of production and consequntly the composition of 
exports. At the same time, however, the share of the above 
mentioned products in total exports is insignificant, the net 
result being a growing deficit in the balance of trade.
One of the main deficiencies of the balance of trade
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is its chronic deficit, the increase of which over the years 
is related to the structural underdeveiopment of the economy 
and its weak competitiveness. The accelerated deterioration 
in the trade deficit in the years 1973-75 is due to "boyant 
demand in foreign markets and the increase in world prices . 
This persistent deficit in the trade "balance would have been 
able to overturn the internal and external balance of the 
economy, without the sizeable external inflows received from 
abroad17 , (Table 2.10).
TABLE 2.1t)
SIMPLIFIED PRESENTATION OF BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
Category 1938 1965 ±970 1972 1973 1975
imports (cif) 492 976 1696 2407 4031 5066
exports (fob) 243 331 612 836 1231 2030
Trade Balance -249 -645 -1084 -1571 -2800 -3036
invisible -receipts 218 549 949 1606 2195 2725
invisible payments 48 137 267 402 570 765
Balance on Invisibles 170 412 682 1204 1625 1960
Balance on Current a/c -79 -233 -402 -368 -1175 -107^
Capital Movements(net) 35 182 375 841 1035 1140
Clearings & Barter a/c - -6 6 -24 -11 -31
Official Reserves _2 1 -31 -7 501 12 7 (changes)
Source: Bank of Greece, Monthly Statistical Bulletin
(various issues). 
* All variables are in millions of. current US dollars*
It is apparent that the substantial invisible 
reiceipts provide for Greece an additional source for economic 
development. In terms of foreign exchange they diminish the 
balance of payments constraint creating favourable conditions 
for the expansion of domestic output. Without these funds, 
Greece would have had to cut down vital consumer goods and 
capital goods imports and hence, deccelerate its economic 
growth.
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The large current capital transfers received from 
abroad basically consist of remittances of Greeks working 
abroad and tourist receipts. In the period 1960-76 total 
receipts in foreign currencies associated with emigration 
and shipping activities amounted to about of GNP on average. 
Of this amount 34-4$ was received in the form of wages and 
salaries, pensions and emigrants 1 remittances. In addition to 
this, about li% of GNP on average since 1960, is sent by Greeks 
working abroad for the purchase of real estate in Greece. 
Tourism contributed about 1-g$ of GNP on average over the
period. In contrast, the contribution of direct inflow of
1 ftforeign investment (under Law 2687/53 etc.) , while impor- 
tant being directed to the most dynamic industries, was 
quantitatively smaller if netted out of capital repayments 
and profits.
Besides its distinct advantages, the inflow of 
foreign exchange creates disadvantages, mostly affecting the 
longer term development of the economy. Although it is 
difficult to evaluate alternative senarios in the absence of 
foreign exchange receipts, the direction of development would 
have been towards more endogenous growth and the exceptional 
sensitivity of the Greek economy toward developments would 
have been less important. The high external value of the 
domestic1 currency encouraged the import trade and especially 
the importation of nearly all machinery, which led to the 
development of a capital intensive industry. Furthermore, the
high parity of drachma makes the domestic industry and exports
19 less competitive abroad ^ and increasing industrialization
brings about a more than proportional increase in imports, 
screening out the expansion of a wider industrial base.
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£.7 Public Sector
The main objective of fiscal policy up to mid- 
fifties was to meet the problem of balancing the ordinary 
budget. The originating inflationary pressures in the period 
of reconstruction, found their main outlet through the 
gradually reducing provision of US aid.
After 1957, fiscal policy aimed at increasing the 
budget surpluses and securing the means of financing an 
extensive government investment program. The achievement of 
this task was made possible through the mobilization of 
savings, which accomodatedthe capital needs of the private 
sector reducing inflationary pressures. The aim of official 
tax policy was to create government savings'through increases in
revenue, and a more equitable distribution of tax burden 
TABLE 2.11
TAX REVENUE DEVELOPMENTS 
1930 I960 1970 1973
Indirect / Total tfax Rev, 67.5 60.9 59.0 57.7 
Direct / Total.Tax Rev. 32.5 39.1 41.0 42,3 
Indirect / Direct Tax Rev(ratio) 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.3 
Total Tax Rev./ Total Rev* (90 89.6 88.0 90.7 89.8
Inirect Tax Rev. / GNP (#) 10.7 13.0 16.8 16.0
Direct* Tax Rev. /GNP 5.2 8.3 11.7- 11.8
Total Tax Rev. / GNP 15.9 21.3 28.5 27.8
Source: National Accounts of Greece (1976).
* Excluding property taxation amounting to around 
GNP is at factor cost.
Around 9096 of public revenue originates from taxation 
(Table 2.11). A specific characteristic of the Greek tax 
system is that the ratio of indirect to direct tax yields is 
high. After 1960, this ratio falls substantially due to a 
series of amendments in tax legislation introduced towards the
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of the fifties. These amendments aimed at simplifying tax 
collections, x increasing the yield of income tax and reducing
Q -1
spending on luxury articles (mainly imports) * Although there 
is a falling tendency of the indirect to direct tax ratio over 
the period, the tax system has not moved towards a greater
reliance on direct taxes, considering the inflation conditions
op in 1970-75 . As regards the total tax burden, although it has
improved somewhat, it remains low compared to those of other
o-x
countries .
The fiscal policy in Greece was not very successful 
in formulating a more equitable tax system either, since the 
tax structure increases (instead of improving) the inequality 
of income distribution. Among the reasons of such a redistribu- 
tional impact is the regressive effective tax rates of almost 
all consumption taxes, the extensive tax evasion located 
mainly in high income levels and the great number of special
OA
privileges to various persons and social groups .
Public current expenditure developments are shown 
in Table 2.12 below.
PUBLIC CURRENT EXPENDITURES
percentage composition growth rates 
1950 1960 1970 1975 50/60 60/70 JO
 ^MM*W^>MM
1. Total* Gov. Exp. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 11.0 13.6
a) Gov. Cons. 64.5 69.8 59.7 60.3 11.9 11.6 22iO
b) Other Sxp. 35.5 30.2 40.3 39.7 9.3 16.9 21;0
2. GNP (market pr.) 12.5 11.0 17.9
3. Total Gov. Exp./GNP 18.8 16.5 20.8 24.5
a) Gov. Cons./GNP 12.1 11.5 12.4 14.7
b) Other Exp./GNP 6.7 5.0 8.4 9.7
Source: National Accounts of Greece (1976).
The share of total government expenditure on G- 
has be<en .constantly increasing since 1960. This trend is 
observed not only in the case of current expenditures on goods 
and services, but also in the case of 'other current expendi- 
tures 1 , which consists mainly of unilateral public transfers 
to individuals whose income rises. The growth rate of this 
item is the fastest during the sixties (16.9%), substantially 
higher to those of either expenditure on goods and servises 
or the national product. The low growth rate in the fifties 
(9.3%) is due to the increased share of war pensions and 
extended expenditure program in the period of reconstruction.
TABLE 2.13
PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OP PUBLIC 
EXPENDITURES ON GOODS & SERVISES
1950 1960 1970 1973 
a » Functional (civil-defence)
1. Defence 4-4.8 38.0 36.7 44.5
2. Civil 55.2 62.0 63*3 55.0 
b. Goods-Wages & Salaries
1. Wages and Salaries 65.2 73.8 73.3 63.9
2. Purchasing of Goods 34.8 26.2 26.7 36.1
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: National Accounts of Greece (1976).
Regarding the functional composition of government 
expenditure, defence absorbs over half of the total. Its 
increased share in 1950 and 1975 was due to the acquisition of 
military equipment after the war and after the fall of the 
dictatorship in 1974. Also a small proportion of public 
spending is allocated for the purchasing of goods and a rela- 
tively large amount goes to wages and salaries due to the 
large share of employment in the public sector. The decreased 
share of wages bill in 1975 is due to the large amount of 
purchases.
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Itonetary Sector
At the centre of the financial system is the Bank 
of Greece (established in 1928), assuming the normal functions 
of the Bank of Issue, the Government^ Bank and the bankers 1 
Bank. Economic policy is formulated by the Currency Committee, 
a collective body established in 1946 and reorganized in T951, 
the importance of which is associated with the absence of a 
pre-established framework for the coordination of economic 
policy. The Currency Committee acts as the watchdog of monetary 
and credit policy and to a large extent balance of payments 
policy and because of its composition^ there is no 
decentralization of macroeconpmic policy.
Towards the mid-fifties the public started regaining 
its confidence in the national currency and they gradually 
shifted their savings from real property and gold 
sovereigns to interest bearing assets. This fact led to an 
increase in the liquidity of the economy and the shortage of 
money ceased to exist. Thus, funds mobilized by the commercial 
banking system, provided for the working capital needs of 
manufacturing industry and trade. The authorities considered 
that there existed margins not only for providing long term 
loans and equity capital to private industrial firms, but also 
to financing part of the Government's investment program.
The issue of Treasury Bills started in 1958, when 
the Government resorted to the capital market to finance its
development program. However, most of the Treasury Bills are
to be sold to the commercial banks on a compulsory basis .
Thus the-banks are obliged to invest a fixed percentage of 
their demand and savings deposits on Treasury Bills (from 
when they were first issued to around 3096 at the end of our
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period). At around the same time (i960) the Bank of 
Greece started issuing Government Bonds with very attractive 
terms.
As regards the financing of the economy, taken from 
the Consolidated Balance Sheet of the whole Credit System, 
loans and advances to the private sector constitute about 5096 
of the total assets, while advances to Government constitute 
a substancial but falling percentage with an increasing share 
of Treasurey Bills and Government Bonds. On the liability side
to dominant feature is the high percentage of currency in
27 
circulation ,
The banking system, which constitutes the principal, 
source of financing, includes a variety of well developed 
institutions. It has developed at high rates of growth and 
nowdays is considered fairly sophisticated by international 
standards. An important characteristic; is that the State 
controls either directly or indirectly most of the important
p Q
elements of the Commercial Banking System . On the assets 
side of the Consolidated Balance Sheet of the Commercial Banks, 
the dominant item is loans and advances to the private sector 
(about 5096 of the total). v Although the majority of loans are 
of a short term nature, being highly remunerative, the banks
also lend on a longer basis due to the absence of a well
oq 
developed capital market . Holdings of Treasury Bills and
Government Bonds have been increasing since 1958 to about 
of total Commercial Banks 1 assets. On the liability side, 
saving deposits are constantly increasing from in 1953 
to about 4096 of the total in 1975*
The Capital Market in Greece is still underdeveloped 
and the factors accounting for its thtoess belong to both the
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supply and demand sides. During the sixties the new issue of 
private securities amounted to around of the increase in 
borrowing through loans and advances. Until today, roughly 
less than half of the larger corporations have their securities 
quoted in the Stock Exchange. The reason for this is the small 
size of the majority of the firms and their family character. 
The reluctance of businessmen to resort to the capital market 
for finance arises from fears of losing control of the family- 
owned concerns and therefore oppose the sale of new shares to 
the public. At the same time, especially during the sixties, 
the prevailing legal status favouring retained profits and 
depreciation reserves together with tax concessions, seems to 
have encouraged the use of internal finance* The reluctance 
of the public to invest in securities, besides the bitter 
experience of the war and post-war period when a wide range of 
defaults occurred, arises from lack of sufficient long term
managerial stability of the firms to make their shares a
reliable investment .
1. Besides this structural reorientation, the contribution 
of the primary sector is still high compared with the 
EEC average (8$, excluding Ireland). The same applies to 
the secondary sector, which compares unfavourably to the 
EEC average of 40% .
2. According to Mouzelis(1978), despite the high growth rates 
of the Greek economy, Greece exemplified the classical 
characteristics of underdevelopment, that is an extended 
services sector, an industrial sector unable to absorb 
the excess agricultural labour force and to be directed 
into capital goods production.
3. Of the two relevant indicators f Employment in Manufacture 1 
and 'Number of Vacancies', neither is accurate, but the 
latter is a more reliable indicator concerning the direction 
of change. For instance, the 1971 Census showed actual 
unemployment to be about three times higher than, registered 
unemployment.
4. See Nicolinakos (1973) and also Babanasis and Soulas (1976) 
pp. 25-27. Estimations of the OECD Secretariat show that 
between 1961-71 440,000 people of active groups between 
15-64 years of age emigrated. According to another OECD 
estimate, to the 15 years up to 1973, 800,000 people 
emigrated, which is about a fifth to a guarter of active 
population (ODDE, GRECE (1977), p. 13).
5. According to rural population censuses, the agricultural 
sector was reduced between 1961-71 by about 30%, due to 
low productivity and underemployment. A sample survey of 
the Agricultural Bank of Greece shows a further decline 
than that of about 24-19% in 1976-77.
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>* In the years 1958, 1965, 1970, 1972, 1973 and 1974 the 
ratio C/Y*1 was 0.96, 0.86, 0.85, 0.81, 0.91 and 0.84 
respectively.
7. On this point see Babanasis and Soulas (1976), pp. 34-36.
8. X. Zolotas (1977), pp.24-30.
9. For a further elaboration on these points see Babanasis 
and Soulas (1976), pp.32-34, and also Zolotas (1977), 
pp.15-24.
10. OECD, Greece (1978), pp. 35-36.
11. For further details see Halikias (1978), pp. 137-168. A 
similar survey is conducted by The Federation of Greek 
Industries (1967), reaching to the same conclusions,
12. According to The Federation of Greek Industries (1969), 
internal sources of finance accounted for only 31.296 
in the period 1963-65. The corresponding percentages in 
other countries were: Italy 57% (1960-64), Germany 
(1959-64) and UK 96% (1961-65). See OECD, 
Capital Markets Study (1967), p. 41.
13. For more details see Ellis (1965), p. 61.
14. There exists an extended bibliography on the subject. For 
a detailed account on the effects of foreign capital 
inflow see among others Eliou et al. (1973), Antioxos 
(1975) and Grigoroyiannis (1975). For a general discussion 
within the framework of Greek development see Mouzelis 
(1978), ch. 1 and 2.
15. For an analytical discussion see Prodromides (1976). ch 5 
and OECD, Greece (1978), pp. 30 f.
16. In addition, the devaluation of the domestic currency in 
1973 and in 1975 together with the worsening in the terms 
of trade, resulted in a further widening of the trade 
deficit and further burdening in foreign exchange, OCDE,
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ftrece (1976) v -pp. 20-26.
During the period 1960-76 the trade deficit was about 11% 
Of GDP and about of GDP was covered by Greeks living 
or working abroad, OECD, Greece (1978), p. 32.
18. See section 2.5 above and also chapter 4 sections 4.1»2, 
4.1.5. For a detailed discussion see.references cited in 
footnote 14 above.
19. An exchange rate policy was not applied until 1975. Prior 
to this the drachma was pegged to the american dollar at 
a fixed rate of 01 = 30 drs. since 1953*
20. See Zolotas (1965), pp. 99-106.
21. A unified progressive income tax was introduced in 1955-56 
replacing the defective schedular systems and the surtax 
on total personal income exceeding a certain amount. 
Further steps were taken in 1959. In 1958-60 new consumption 
taxes were introduced and the old ones increased.
22. This view is also adopted by Tatsos (1977), pp. 267-69.
23. Total tax burden as a percentage of GNP for Greece was 
21.6#, 24.6# and 23.8# in the years 1965, 1970 and 1974 
respectively. For other countries these percentages were 
as follov/s: Germany 34.0, 35.5, 39.6; Canada 26.2, 32.1, 
34.8; Portugal 18.3, 22.6, 21.6. (National Accounts of OECD 
Countries. 1974)
24. An elaboration is provided by Karageorgas (1973), p. 447.
25. It consists of the Ministers of Co-ordination, Finance, 
Agriculture, Trade, Industry and the Gocernor of the 
Bank of Greece. In the postwar period bodies with similar 
functions were set up in other countries (Italy, France etc)
26. Commercial Banks avoid investment on Treasury Bills,because
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their-earnings from such investment are far lower than 
those from lending to the private sector, especially short 
term*
27. See the Monthly Statistical Bulletin of the Bank of Greece, 
Table 9 (various issues).
28. Note that the system is even more centralized since two
banks, namely the Commercial Bank of Greece and the National 
Bank, handle about 80-90$ of total banking business. See 
Lolos (1966), Halikias (1978), cli.-"3 and also World 
Banking (Greece), The Financial Times» 21/5/79.
29. The existing highly complex system of credit controls and 
regulations is favouring bank lending to industry restrict- 
ing lending to trade and other sectors.
30. See Phsilos (1964), Ellis (1965) for a detailed discussion.
CHAPTER 3
In this chapter we discuss two separate issues. The 
first section (3.1) is concerned with the behaviour of a 
macroeconomic model when the financial implications of bud- 
getary policy are incorporated into it explicity and in a 
consistent manner,
In the second section (3.2), we deal with the 
optimization approach pursued to analyze the properties 
of the macroeconomic model.
3.1 Theoretical Underpinnings for Policy Analysis 
3.1.1 An Extended 1 IS-IM Model
One of the shortcomings of the traditional IS-LM 
model , is that it fails to incorporate the financing impli- 
cations of the budget deficits and surpluses. It runs into a 
problem of internal inconsistency, because it does not account 
for the changes in asset stocks when the budget is unbalanced. 
This problem can be overcome by introducing into the model a 
Government Budget Constraint, which formally involves adding
the condition that the deficit adds to the net total of
P
money (M) plus bonds (B)   It is obvious that the addition
of the government budget constraint imposes a dynamic structure 
on the system, even though the underlying relationships are 
static. According to Turnovsky (1977, p.68), it constitutes 
part of the intrinsic dynamics of the system. This is in 
contrast to what can be described as ad hoc dynamic systems, 
where the dynamic structure results from assuming arbitrary 
lags in behaviour.
In addition, since the stock of bonds does not enter
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the model (except in the budget constraint), changes in this 
variable are not accounted for, whereas changes in the stock 
of money are accomodated in the model through the LM curve* 
If the stock of bonds and money constitute private wealth 
(capital stock is excluded, assumed constant throughout), then 
any changes in private wealth will initiate effects on both 
the private expenditure functions and the demand for money
function .Excluding, therefore, wealth effects from the above 
mentioned functions means that an increase in private wealth 
is spent:, entirely/ on bonds. This follows from Walrasj Law, 
signifying that the implied demand function for bonds has a 
wealth coefficient of unity.
The discussion will be complete only if
consideration of the supply side is also undertaken, which 
involves the analysis of the labour market behaviour. Unl/ess 
the nature of the supply curve is known, the system cannot be 
solved. The problem lies in lack of interdependence of the 
system equations. The system described in 3.1.1, consists 
of two equations, the IS and the LM curves and three unknowns, 
namely Y:, r and P. Unless one is known, or exogenously 
determined, the system cannot be solved. Monetarists assume 
that output is exogenously given by the full employment level 
and treat r and P as endogenous, while Keynsians tend to treat
the money wage rate as exogenously given and, therefore prices,
4 and solve for Y and r ,
A way of overcoming the problem and instead of working 
on extreme assumptions (reverse L-shaped aggregate supply curve), 
is to add an equation to the system to represent the relation- 
ship between P and Y, that is, an aggregate supply curve, 
thereby making the price level endogenous. The general case,
therefore, is one where increases in aggregate demand affect 
prices and output, depending on the responsiveness of aggregate 
supply curve. As full employment is approached, the aggregate 
supply curve is expected to steepen up, where the inflationary 
effects will tend to dominate.
There is no need to elaborate .in the case where the 
rate of inflation is determined independently of pressures in 
demand (cost-push inflation in the absence of supply 
constraints), since the analysis reverts to the fixed price 
case. Difference in analysis arises only when inflation is 
demand determined and we, therefore, focus on this.
In what follows we discuss the behaviour of a 
theoretical macroeconomic model similar to the one estimated 
in Chapter 4 below, in a more general fashion. In the course 
of the discussion, we make additional simplifications mostly 
related to the characteristics of the Greek economy so that 
the analytic results become relevant to the structure of the 
estimated model.
The theoretical model incorporates a Government 
Budget Constraint identity, wealth effects in the consumption 
and the demand for money functions, a foreign sector and
accounts for the effects of sterilization. Also, the rate
5 of inflation is determined endogenously in the model . A
detailed discussion of the formulation of the behavioural 
equations is deferred until Chapter 4, and only fairly standard 
forms are used in the model that follows without any loss of 
analytical exposition. The analysis is basically static, 
although certain elements impose a dynamic structure to the
model.
Assuming endogenous direct taxes , the condition
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rj
for equilibrium in the goods market is given "by':
Y - CCO-t^Y, ¥/P, I(Y, r) - G - X + Q(Y) = 0
(3.1.1. a) 
0<Cy<1, (KCW<:1, Cj<0, 0<Iy<1, IrCO, 0<Qy<1 and O^tyU
where, private consumption depends on real disposable income, 
real wealth and the expected rate of inflation, approximated 
"by jf>. Private investment depends on the rate of interest and 
real income, and demand for imports is related to the level of 
income, independant of price differentials*
The nominal supply of money consists of the domestic 
component (D) and the volume of foreign reserves (P), i.e.
L = Lt-1 + AD + AF (3.1.1.b) 
and the government budget constraint becomes:
AD + ABonds * P(G - ^Y) (3,1.1.c)
Equation (3.1.1.c) implies a corresponding adjustment in the 
stock of bonds to finance government deficits. If p is the 
proportion of the budget deficit covered by an addition to 
the money stock and the monetary authorities engage in open 
market operations directed at offsetting changes in the money 
supply originating from fluctuations in the balance of 
payments, then AD becomes:
where MQ denotes exogenous changes in monetary policy, and s 
the sterilization coefficient. Then, from (3.1.1.b) and 
(3.1.1.c), we obtain:
L « j>P (G - ^Y) + sAF + MQ + lit_ 1 (3.1.1.e) 
Thus by employing the identity:
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the condition, of equilibrium in the money market 
terms of rates of inflation (f>):
+ s P 
= 0
, Lr<0,
The first term represents the demand for money associated 
with the level of income, the rate of interest, real wealth 
and the expected rate of inflation, and the second term 
represents the supply of money incorporating the sterilization 
effect. The definition of wealth is given by:
W - L - Bonds = 0 (3.1.1.10
The balance of payments (AF = B), consists of the balance of 
trade and the capital movements. Assuming a fixed exchange 
rate regime, applicable to the case of Greece over 'the period 
of examination, and prices for imports and exports to be 
determined abroad (pure small country case), the balance, of 
payments is given by:
B - xpv (M1 ) + Q(-Y)qf -,(4+1) - K(r.) = 0 (3.1.1.1)
 h  1
0<Qy<1, 0<Kr
where net capital movements (K) are assumed to be a simple 
increasing function of the rate of interest. Note that as 
in equation (3.1.1.g) the piices of imports (q) and exports 
(P ) are expressed in terms of their inflation rates, employing
JfL
analogous identities to (3.1.1.f). Finally, the price 
adjustment equation is given by:
- Z( (Y-Y), 4) = 0 (3.1.1.J.)
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The rate of inflation depends on demand pressures, 
approximated by the deviations of actual output to full 
employment level, and imported inflation.
If we now substitute (3.1.1.h) into (3.1*1.a) and 
(3.1.1.g), and we define P, ., q, ,, Pv =1, without loss
t~* I U~" I ^4- 
of generality, since we are only interested in one-period 
effects, the complete macroeconomic model becomes:
Y - CCd-t^Y, (L + Bonds )/(£>+l), f>) + 
- I(Y, r) - G - X + Q(Y) = 0
L(Y, R, (L +
sB
= 0
B -
- K(r) = 0
- Z( (Y-Y), 4) = 0
3.1.2. Policy Analysis
Differentiating totally the macroeconomic model 
(3.1.1.k) and expressing it in matrix notation, we obtain:
i-cyd-t1 )+cwt 1
* -V*i
-z. 0
0
*i
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w(Uf>)(Lw-o)
0
0
Y(Cy+Cw) 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Q(Y) 0
w
0-
$4-1
{H-1
0
0
dG
dX
dMQ
The determinant of the coefficient matrix is the following:
where = 1 - -0 (1-t,,) + - + Qy
A = - (sBH-M0+Lt-1 )/(^l) :
and is verified for SB+MQ+L, 0 (3.1.2.*)
The effects of changes in exogenous shocks on the 
system are described by the impact multiplier given by:
dY =
which consists of two elements, the direct expansionary effect 
of an increase in government spending and the indirect effect 
related to the financing of the budge.t. The second element 
(term (6YAw)dW), consists of the expansionary effect due to 
an increase in money stock (if p>0), the expansionary effect 
due to an increase in wealth in the consumption function and 
the contractionary effect due to an increase in wealth in the
Q
demand for money function .
If we characterize fiscal policy by a change in 
government expenditure, the impact effect of a change in G 
on income is given by:
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1 + N
where u, = 1 - Cd-^) - I + (4+1
N - C
w
The sign of the multiplier (3*1. 2. c) depends on the 
parameters of the system. For the system to be stable not 
only the multiplier must be positive, but also the term 
(*Y/W)dW in (3.1. 2. b), i.e. Ji>0 in (3.1.2.c), since any 
deficit remaining after the initial impact period reduces 
income and any additional reduction in income tends to increase
the' deficit. It is obvious that as p-»- 0 the system tends to
9 become unstable .
The relative effectiveness of fiscal to monetary 
policy is given by:
dY/dM
and thus, as s    *> 1 , ceteris paribus, the effectiveness of 
fiscal policy with respect to monetary policy is reduced. 
Conversely, in the absence of sterilization, as assumed in 
the case of our estimated model, the effectiveness of fiscal 
policy relatively to monetary policy is enhanced.
In the case of a balanced budget change, the total
impact on income is given by:
1-C 
dY =
E
10 
where E is the denominator of (3.1.2.c) . Provided that
N>0, the balanced budget method is more restrictive to 
both money and bond financing,
We shall now make some additional assumptions about 
the structure of the model above, which approximates more 
closely. to that presented in Chapter 4. These assumptions 
are rationalized on the evidence provided in Chapter 2 above. 
¥e thereby assume that capital movements are independent of 
the domestic levels of the interest rates and the authorities 
do not undertake sterilization policies. We also assume 
wealth effects away, because they add with a lag of one period
and their exclusion does not alter the first period impact
1 1 
multipliers . Hence equation (3.1.2. c) becomes:
dY 1 + P (lr/Lr) (3 1 2 f )
dG V* (W^W^V * t lf (V1r )
which is positive for plausible values of the parameters of 
the system. In the case of money financing (p=1) a larger 
impact multiplier is provided than in the case" of bond 
financing (p=0) 12 , if
Qy - Iy + ZyC^ + (lr/ig(Ly+2L£Zy-AZy) \ -(Cy-1)(trl)
Note that the size of the multiplier is larger, the. smaller 
they are the price expectations coefficients in the consumption 
function (C.) and the demand for money function (L.) f and 
also the smaller the demand responsiveness of the rate of 
inflation (Z ).
 7
As it. appears at this level of analysis, the 
relative effectiveness of fiscal and monetary policies, as 
given by the simplified equation (3.1 .2. d), depends upon the
interest responsiveness of the demand for money function 
and the interest responsiveness of the investment demand 
function. So, the greater the value of L^/I^, the greater 
the value of the monetary multiplier and the less the value
of the fiscal multiplier and, therefore, a higher degree of
"i "^ 
crowding-out of fiscal policy prevails .
We exposed analytically some basic properties 
related to the "behaviour of a macroeconomic model similar to 
the one presented in Chapter 4 below. In Chapter 5 we shall 
return to these points in order to examine the degree to which 
the analytic results conform with or differ from the actual 
behaviour of the Greek economy.
In what follows we discuss the optimization approach 
employed in the study for the evaluation of alternative 
macroeconomic policies.
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3*»2. An Optimization Framework for Policy Analysis 
3 2 1.Ah Outline of Optimization Approaches
The first attempt at solving systematically the 
policy problem was made by Tinbergen (1952), setting the 
origins of the targets-instruments approach to economic 
policy. For purposes of economic policy planning the basic 
classification of the variables comprising the economic model 
is extended. Accordingly, the endogenous variables are sub- 
divided into 'policy target' variables 1 of direct interest 
to the policymaker and the 'irrelevant variables', not of 
direct policy interest in themselves. Similarly, some of the 
exogenous varibles assumed under the control of the policy 
makers are termed 'policy instrument variables' and the 
remaining, beyond the influence of the authorities, are 
called 'data variables'. For the solution of the policy 
planning one-period problem, we must find the values of the 
instrument variables, which render the values of the target 
variables equal to some desired values.
The Tinbergen analysis, considers plausible, but 
generally non^-optimal policies. Besides demanding excesively 
restrictive requirements 1 ^, it abstracts from any-increasing 
costs associated with the adjustments of instruments. The 
search.for optimal policies belongs to the sphere of optimal 
stabilization theory. The first systematic treatment of optimal 
policies was given by Theil (1958, 1964), using an explicit 
criterion function, v/hich reflects economic and political 
constraints upon the policy process, but more importantly 
insures uniqueness of the optimum. Thus, the solution to the 
problem is that of choosing values for the instruments in eabh
period so as to minimize the T-period quadratic criterion 
function, subject to a set of linear equality constraints 
representing the economic system1 ^.
In recent years, with the development of mathematical 
theory of optimal control quantitative model "building for
economic stabilization has gained renewed interest and
16 
elegance . Among the recent contributions to the solution
of the optimization problem, is the minimization of a cost
18 functional subject to a system of ^ difference equations , by
17 
a-Pplying Pontryagin's maximum principle '.
Alternatively, a solution to the problem is developed
19 
using the method of Lagrange multipliers ; Again, the
performance ot the system is judged by a quadratic expected 
loss function, which can be decomposed into the deterministic 
and stochastic components to obtain a complete solution to the 
optimization problem  
A general point related to the solution of the 
macroeconomic policy problem is the number of available instru- 
ments and their effectiveness. Generally speaking the larger 
the number of instruments the more free we are to control the
target variables since an increase in the number of instruments
?1 
will 'distribute the pressure 1 on them . Besides the number
of instruments, of greater importance is their effectiveness 
by which we mean the smallness of change in an instrument for 
the achievement of a given change in an objective in relation to 
institutional or other constraints, and not just the partial 
derivative of the target variables with respect to the instru- 
ments .Thus, the sensitivity of an instrument to the change 
in a target depends on what other targets are set and what 
other instruments are available2*.
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The Objective Function
As it is already mentioned the formulation of a 
criterion (objective), function is an essential first step 
in any optimization approach to policy problems. The objective 
function is a scalar and measures the desirability of the 
included variables and is used as a criterion to judge the 
outcome of a specified policy by introducing natural constraints 
on both instruments and targets.
Like an econometric model which is an approximation 
of the economic system the objective function is an approxima- 
tion of the preferences of the policy maker. Even if the 
objective function is imperfect in certain aspects it enables 
us to aquire useful information and provides us with results 
that would have otherwise been unattainable.
In principle, the objective function can always 
be made more complex to depict more realistically the 
desires of the policy-makers. However, the analysis
becomes more complicated and quite often there is 
the constraint of the computer capacity to solve the problem- 
In general, we are faced with the choice of an approximate 
solution to. ;an'elaborate formulation of the problem and an 
exact solution to an approximate formulation of the problem. 
We have chosen the latter, since the central aspect of this 
study is not the exact form of the objective function, but 
rather the way it is employed in imposing varying trade-offs 
between the accuracy with which selected desired objectives 
are to be fulfilled.
A mathematical^ convenient formulation of the 
objective function is a quadratic objective function which
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penalizes for the quadratic departure of the target variables 
included as arguments in the function from some selected 
desired path ^. Besides the selected target variables, 
quadratic measures of control instrument variables are added
due to the fact that they also impose 'costs 1 to the economic
25 system -. The quadratic objective function penalizes
systematically deviations of the optimal trajectories from 
the desired ones. Hence, penalisation occurs regardless of 
the possibility that the optimal trajectory may have an even 
better value than the desired one, since positive deviations 
from desired targets are assigned the same cost as negative 
deviations of the same magnitude*
These objections to the symmetric nature of the 
quadratic objective function can be corrected in a number of 
ways. The first involves the employment of a piecewise quadratic 
objective function, offering a more general framework for 
policy optimization. It is in general asymmetrical and only 
convex (as opposed to strictly convex). The piecewise quadratic 
function amounts to three distinct functions added together
in order to relax some of the most restrictive requirements
?fi 
operational in £he quadratic form . The use of this kind of
formulation is essential when the optimal path oscillates
around the desired path. In the case that the desired path
27 is always above the optimal path, the deficiency is absent .
A second method of correcting the undesirable properties of 
the objective function is by respecifying the weighting 
matrix of the quadratic function. Accordingly, the criterion 
function is altered systematically by an iterative procedure
until an acceptable solution for the policy maker is reached'10 . 
Deviations of the desired trajectories from the current
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optimal ones are regarded as a f mispecification t2 ° of the 
desired trajectories. If the desired trajectories are 
corrected accordingly the problem of the symmetric nature 
of the quadratic criterion function is no longer present^". 
Alternatively, one can impose inequality constraints on the 
original problem, but this might not be always computationally 
feasible.
Finally, another shortcoming of the objective 
function is its additive form, which means that an expectation 
is taken for the sum of functions of variables in different 
periods. This can be overcome by incorporating multiplicative 
terms in the objective function. flowever, the additive form
is accurate enough for most purposes because the mean of the
^1 sum is more important than its variance^ .
3.2.3 The Planning Horizon
The question of the length of the planning horizon 
over which the optimization is to be carried out is also 
important since it affects the resulting optimal paths, 
Considerations of an infinite optimization horizon, a 
line usually adopted in optimal growth theory, is practically 
and also conseptually inapplicable for our purposes of 
stabilization policies evaluation.
The use of a computer and hence, a numerical solution 
to the problem, makes it impossible to consider an infinite 
time span* A too short horizon is inadequate for the various 
interrelationships in the economic system to manifest 
themselves. Such examples are various trade-offs implicit in 
the economy and their associated lags. On the other h?nd ? 
allowing for a too long time horizon involves structural
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Changes in the system not captured by the model and also 
changes in the supply aspects of the economy,which are not 
adequately modelled. Consequently, it seems that some medium 
term economic policy v/ould be useful to formulate which, while 
indicating any inadequacies in the supply side of the model, 
will allow for the role of the short-term economic policy in 
adjusting the demand side of the economy*
Although the emphasis is shifted towards medium- 
term policy making and the difficulties in deciding upon the 
relevant time horizon for the optimization are somewhat 
alleviated, the question of the exact planning horizon still 
remains* This is so because the impact of the desired optimal 
policies is completely ignored after the terminal period of 
the optimization. The implicit assumption usually made is 
that the system stops to function after the terminal date of 
the plan. In the case of a dynamic model, however, there are 
policy effects which will occur after the optimization span 
and therefore, not accounted for by the objective function. 
This means that the optimization results are biased towards 
the end of the planning period, depending on the dynamic 
structure of the model. This is not all that damaging since 
planning policies are never actually carried out until the 
final stages, being substituted by a new plan.
3*2,4 The Optimization Approach (Rustem and Zarrop)
The above mentioned methods for solving the
optimization problems (section 3*2.1), are somewhat restrictive, 
because they require the model constraint to be expressed in 
its reduced form, or in other words, they require the employ- 
ment of a linear (or linearized) economic model. Their use is,
therefore, constrained by the computational complexity demanded
32 by the optimization algorithm and the size of the model . In
the case of large scale models, the derivation of the reduced 
form is not an easy matter and is not readily available, 
involving the inversion of large matrices. In addition, most 
economic phenomena, as reflected in economic models, are at 
least quasi-linear in structure and quite often most of their 
interesting aspects arise from non-linearities. Besides a 
certain element of arbitrariness entailed in the specification 
of the objective function we think that working with linear
models we are deprived from studying these non-linear
33characteristics .
The search for optimal policies within an optimiza- 
tion framework, usually involves the evaluation of a large 
number of different policies. Consequently, the specification 
and solution to the problem, must be such that it will make 
it possible to obtain efficiently adequate computational 
results for various policies. We think that the method due to 
Rustem and Zarrop (1979), fulfils the requirements and is, 
therefore, used in the empirical investigation of economic 
policies in this study.
Formally the non-linear econometric model is 
written as:
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..., y(t-s) f u(t), u(t-l) t ..., u(t-r))=o (3.2.4.a
where i = 1,...,p ; pis the number of endogenous variable;
is the maximum lag in the
endogenous variables
m is the number of exogenous variables 
r is the maximum lag in the
exogenous variables
and t = 1,...,N ; N is the number of control periods
over which the problem is to be 
solved
For compactness, we can define the p.N- vector of 
endogenous variables as:
I - (Z(1)', ar(t)V..., £(N)Y (3;2.4.b) 
and the mN- vector of instruments in the same form as:
S = (u(l)' B( 2 )'»*«*. u(t),..., u(N))X (3.2. 4. c)
Therefore, the model is given by:
1 (I, U) = 0 (3.2.4.d)
The quadratic cost function is given by:
N
J = * E £(t)A(t) Z (t) u(t)B(t) u(t) 
t=1
where £(t) « ^r(t) - ^(t) and u(t) = u(t) -. u(t)
the superscript denoting desired values and A(t)^ 0, B(t) 
are the weighting matrices on the targets and instruments 
respectively,
In compact form the objective function (assuming for 
simplicity time constant weighting matrices) is given by:
U - Ud )Qu(U - Ud ) (3.2.4.f )
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where the symmetric matrices Qy and Q^ are assumed to be 
positive semi-definite and strictly positive definite 
respectively.
Hence, given the econometric model P (Y, U) = 0, 
the problem of policymaking is to choose the values for the 
endogenous variables (Y) and the policy instruments (U), so 
as to minimize the value of a specified cost functional 
J(Y, U), over a given time period (1, N). For reasons already 
alluded, the cost function is taken to be quadratic in 
deviations of the targets and instruments from some desired 
(]p and U ) paths over time.
Thus, the problem becomes:
min | J(Y, U) | Y, U c F J (3.2.4.g)'
where P C R(p+m) N the feasible set of paths defined by the 
model equations, thus:
F e j If 2 f £(Y, 2) = 2 j (3.2.4.h)
For any econometric model, the solution program 
computes values for the endogenous variables, given the 
values for the exogenous variables, that is:
Y = g(U) (3.2.4.1).
By substituting (3.2.4.i) into (3.2.4.g), we obtain:
min
where
G(U) | U c= RmN | (3.2.4.J)
y), y)
Therefore, the previously (3.2.4.g) constrained 
problem is reformulated as an unconstrained problem in the 
policy instruments, the minimum of v/hich can be computed 
interactively by successively generating suitable descent
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directions. The algorithm used was a modified Gauss-Newton 
one of the form54 :
(3.2.4*1)
where VG(y) is an approximation to the gradient of j(Y, U) 
and H is an approximation to the Hessian, assumed to be 
positive definite. The subscript k refers to successive values 
of the instrument vector. In general, G-(U) is non-quadratic 
in U, and by choosing a suitable oC , the relationship 
Gr(U, +^) x> G(yk ) is always maintained. The gradient and 
approximate Hessian, written explicitly, are given by:
(3.2.4.m)= tt'QY(g(yk ) - I4 ) + Qn(yk - yd )
and
= N
where N =
(3.2.4.n)
M(0) ... 0 
... 0
M(N-2) ... M(0)
 i
where M( ) is the p.xm matrix of dynamic multipliers at lag 
calculated from the first interval of the period over which 
policy is to be optimized,
3.2.5 Policy Optimization and Simulations
We have already said (Chapter 1) that the optimiza- 
tion approach is a more general way of dealing with the problem 
of policymaking, than the simulation approach. V/e shall now 
show in a formal way, that the simulation approach can be 
regarded as a special case of the optimization approach^.
Discretionary policy simulations assume values for 
the policy instruments U and compute the corresponding values 
for the endogenous variables Y of the econometric model.
Thus, F(Y , U ) = 0 and if any part of Y , U is not 
satisfactory, another set of U values will be specified for 
subsequent policy simulations. Hence, the simulation of the 
model is equivalent to the simple optimization problem:
min J (U) I *F(Y, U) = 0 } (3.2.5.a)
for given U , where J (U) is a non-linear function with a 
unique minimum at U .
This can be obtained from the first order condition
of optimality for (3.2.5.a), forming the Langrangian:
L(Y, U, *) = JU (U) + F (Y, u)X (3.2.5.b)
where 7^ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. The conditions
are:
X = o
A = 0
and F(Y, U) = 0
implying that:
.2.5.e)
« 0 (3.2.5.f;
Using (3.2.5.f) and (3.2.5.c), we obtain:
u bl L -3 (3.2.5.g)
and together with (3.2.5-d), becomes:
= 0 (3.2.5.10
In contrast to J(Y, U) the objective function 
J (U) reflects the preferences of the policy maker in the 
policy variables only. Thus, while in the general optimiza- 
tion approach the optimal values of Y are influenced and 
controlled by the preferences J(Y, U), in the case of policy 
simulations the optimal values of Y are allowed to take
 X-
values dictated by U , given the equations of the econometric 
model.
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1. See for example, Alien (1968), Ch. 8.
Two early efforts to account for the impact of the budget 
balance have been made by Lerner (1948) and Friedman (1948). 
The idea is fully established by the works of Ritter (1965)> 
Ott and Ott (1965), Christ (1967), etc.
3* See Ott and Ott (1965) and Sllber (1970).
4. See Friedman (1970). Note that, this distinction only 
represents extreme cases. For an elaborate discussion 
on this and related issues, see Burrows (1979). For a 
better understanding of the assumptions Keynesians and 
Monetarists make, see Tobin and Suiter (1976), Brunner 
and Meltzer (1976), McGrath (1977) and Crystal (1979).
5. Similar models are constructed by Benavie (1973), Turnovsky 
(1974), Burrows and Hitiris (1974), Buiter (1976). The
model presented here, draws on Turnovsky (1977), Ch c 10.
6. lii reality income tax rates vary progressively (in general)
with nominal incomes, thus preventing us to express real 
disposable income in terms of real income and tax parameters. 
This necessitates to work in terms of money income and 
prices separately, but the analysis becomes rather complex. 
For simplicity we assumed that taxes vary proportionally 
with real income.in the theoretical model, but this assumption 
is relaxed in the estimated model of Chapter 4.
7. In the mathematical relations appearing in this chapter 
all symbols have their usual meanings i.e., C private 
consumption, I = investment expenditure, etc. Also
C « ^ C/itf, I = bl/br, etc. All coefficients are assumed 
«y
to have their a priori expected signs.
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where dM , dW are changes in money stock and wealth,
o o
associated with the policy of increasing government 
spending from a position of initial balance by d£; L and
V»
GW are the wealth effects on the money and consumption 
function (see Artis, 1979)*
9. Clearly, in the money financed deficit (f~1), tne multiplier 
is positive,since the negative wealth effect in the demand 
for money cannot exceed the increase in wealth due to the 
deficit financed through money creation.
10. Obviously the ! balanced budget multiplier theorem f
(Lange, 1944; Haavelmo, 1945) is not applicable in the 
case of our 'extended* model.
11. Note that although the first period multiplier is not 
affected, the subsequent period multipliers are altered. 
In the long-run, to the extent that the budget is balanced, 
the multiplier is equal to the inverse of the marginal tax 
rate. .When bond coupon payments are introduced into the 
model (Blinder and Solow, 1973), the long-run multiplier 
will depend on all parameters of the system and not ju'st 
the tax parameter. However, if in the definition of 
government expenditure we include coupon payments 
(considered as government transfers) or government spending 
is redefined net of taxes, then the size of the multiplier 
is invariant of the method of financing (Tobin and 
Suiter, 1976).
12. When the effects of interest payments on the bonds issued 
by the goverment are taken into consideration (Blinder and 
Solow, 1973), bond financing results into higher long-run 
multipliers, compared to money financing, but the possibility
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Of instability is enhanced (under money financing the system 
is almost' certainly stable, while under bond financing 
stability becomes an empirical matter). However, Sparks 
(1976) and Miller (1976), argue that the inclusion of 
bond coupon payments involves a double counting of bonds,
first as a stock and then as a flow. 
13» For the significance of the crowding out, see Taylor
(1979), -Burrows (1979), Currie (1978), etc.
14. It requires that the number of instruments is equal to 
the number of targets.
15. Thus, the criterion function enables us to choose among 
the infinite number of policies all of which the 
Tinbergen procedure treats as equally satisfactory,
16. Kendrick (1976), lists about 80 studies, carried out 
recently, utilizing an optimization approach.
17. See Pontryagin et al, (1962).
18. Although the control theory framework, was initially
formulated in continuous time, most applications employ 
a discreet time framework. See Pindyck (1973), Garbade 
(1975), Wall and Westcott (1974), Holly et al. (1979), etc.; 
an exception is Livesey (1971).
19. Chow (1972; 1975, Ch. 7).
20. The method involves forming a linear feedback equation, 
linking current policy variables with past performances; 
see Chow (1975), p. 117 ff.
21. Tinbergen (1952), p. 41.
22. Johansen (1965), p. 13.
23. Note that the various instruments, though legally distinct, 
are not economically distinct. Thus, one more instrument 
may increase the number of available instruments, but may
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add little to the set of possibilities open to us. In 
principle, there is no shortage of instruments, but their 
usefulness is limited by the extent to which they influence 
relevant targets.
24# See Livesey (1973), for the usefulness and validity of 
working with a quadratic criterion function, and Theil
(1964)* for an economic justification. 
25* An optimal policy is evaluated with respect to the values
of the instruments as well as the degree of fulfilment of 
the objectives. By including instruments in the objective 
function, we can avoid unacceptable values for them. 
26  The entire range of possible values of the arguments of the 
objective function, consists of three disjoint convex sets. 
The middle range, a closed and bounded set, bears zero 
preference loss. The two extreme ranges, bounded on one 
side only, bear non-zero but different preference losses, 
according to independent patterns.,(Priedman, 1975; Ch. 7).
27. For example, if the optimal level of inflation, say at 
is always above the desired level, of say 3%, than the 
imposed penalty is desirable. If, however, the optimal 
inflation rate is the quadratic function still imposes 
an undesirable penalty.
28. For a further elaboration, see Rustem et al. (1978). They 
provide for a dialogue between the model builder and the 
policy-makers for the generation of more acceptable optimal 
paths, by updating the weighting matrix.
29. For example, if the optimal level of inflation is at 
and the desired level is at the quadratic function 
penalizes wrongly for the deviation. If the desired 
level of inflation is set to a level less than 5%, then
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all departures from the desired trajectories are in a
desirable direction.
50. See for example, Livesey (1973, 1976). 
31 . See Chow (1975), p. 155.
32. Livesey (1971), approached the optimal stabilization policy 
problem via dynamic programming, employing a continuous- 
time non-linear model for the U.K. Even with this fairly
small model (15-states), the computational time involved 
was too large, making it too costly to reach a true optimum-
33. Linearizing an estimated non-linear model creates a degree 
of suboptimality in the process of linearization. For an 
example, see Friedman (1975), Ch. 3.
34. See Rustem and Zarrop (1979).
35. For a further discussion see Karakitsos and Rustem (1980),,
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CHAPTER 4 
THE EMPIRICAL MODEL
The process of industrialization of the Greek 
economy has been a slow one. The whole period under study is 
characterized by an inadequate allocation of resources between 
the various sectors and an undesirable distribution of invest- 
ment between manufacturing and the other industries. Contrary 
to what was expected, this picture has not changed dramatically 
to the present. Nevertheless, the growth rates of the various 
sectors were quite respectable compared to those of other 
countries.
Besides the necessity of a long-run planning model, 
designed to alleviate some of the existing .structural 
imbalances of the economy, there is a strong case for the 
usefulness of a short-term model designed to bring out the 
short-term reactions of the economy. Since the long-run growth 
path of economic .activity is affected by the short-run 
fluctuations of the economy, stabilization policy aiming at 
influencing the short-term adjustment of the economy is of 
great importance. It is our belief that a short-term model 
will be useful in coping with such short-run adjustments. It 
will also improve our knowledge about the quantitative relations 
between policy instruments and the objective variables of the 
policy makers.
With our interest focused on macroeconomic policy, 
the model should explain the major macroeconomic policy 
targets and involve' the most important instruments for 
conducting such policies. In other words, the model should 
highlight the effects of certain key fiscal and monetary
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Instruments on some target economic variables.
In connection with the formulation of economic 
policy, it is always desirable to construct a disaggregated 
large-scale model, involving analytically the various economic
activities at a sectoral level, representing the real
  
decision channels which refer to a large number of instruments
This kind of project, however, is beyond the scope of the 
present study involving the contribution of a specialized 
group of people. We think that the structural small-scale 
model although it does not incorporate in detail the various 
targets and instruments, will be useful for analytical 
purposes employing broad aggregates of targets and instruments 
which are clear indicators of policy.
We shall present the empirical model first and we 
will subsequently comment on its structure and properties.
4*1
S « 2146 p =-0.889 x<j(3) » 1.83 
S/M « 0.0125 (2.93)
Ct = 4592 + 0.153Y -»- 0.762Ct-1 + 0.353Mt_ 1 - 3.110Pt u 
(4.20) (13.9) (1.60) (3.39)
S - 2146 p =-0.887 x|(9) « 16.8 
S/M = 0.0125 (2.92)
2a. It = -19682 + 0.275Yt-1 + 0.626CRIt + 1.279KIt - 5.795Rt
(2.60)
DW = 1.69 S = 1886 x2 (5) = 3.8 
R2 = 0.977 S/M = 0.083
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2b. It = -19430 4- 0.276Yt_ 1 + 0.604CRIfc + 1.242KIt - 6.360Rt
(3.64) (1.85) (1.66) - (1.52)
(2.57)
DW = 1.67 S = 1886 x|(11> = 16.C
S/M = 0.083
3a. Ht = 11203 4- 1.725CRHt + 2.874KHt - 12.01Rt 4-
(4.69) (5.09) (2.30)
(4.53) (5.14) (2.34)
4a. st = -14928 4- 0.102Yt 4- 4.357Pt - 0
4b. Ast -« -14789 4- 0.101Yt 4- 4.781 l»t - 0.1943.^ 4-
(3.57) (2.80) (2.32)
S = 1620 p = 0.483 x(3) = 2*42 
S/M = 0.1003: (1.81)
S « 1623 p = 0.488 x|(8) = 16.9 
S/M = 0.1005 (1.89)
DW « 2.63 S - 2768 x^(3) = 7.51 
R2 = 0.810 S/M « 0.4940
DW = 2.64 S - 2775 x(10) =12.9
S/M - 0.4953
5a. Qt = -8771 4- 0.1 OOY + 0.860Qt-1 
(2.25) (6.92) . ,
DW - 2.50 S = 5222 X2 (1) - 0.96
S/M « 0.1019
5b. Qt = -8765 4- 0.100Y!* 4- 0.860Qt-1 +  u5t
(2.22) (6.87)
DW = 2.50 S = 5223 x|(9) = 17.2
S/M = 0.1019
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6a. M = -2576 + 0.161 Yt - 8.246Rt - 1.437IV + 0.405^
(4.69) (3.14) (1.60) ° (2.80)
4283D6? + u 
(3.21)
D¥ = 2.33 S = 1256 X2 (4) = 3.49 
R2 = 0.997 S/M = 0.0284
2676 -f 0.l61Yt - 8.098Rt - 1.437Pt + 0
(4.69) ° (3.02) (1.63) (2.80)
4283D6? + 
.(3.21)
DW = 2.32 S = 1257 x|(10) =17.8
S/M « 0.0284
7a. MM = -397 + 1.095 NBAt
(83.3)
DW = 2.04 S « 1710 X(1) * 1.18 
R2 = 0.998 S/M « 0.0357
DW = 2.04 S = 1710 xo 
R2 = 0.998 S/M = 0.0357
S = 1858 p =-0.720 x2 (2) = 1.25 
S/M = 0.1710 (2.35)
8b. NT? = -2712 + 0.067NY, - 3347D,;,- + Up, t> u bo oT
(22.3) (4.06)
S = 1858 p =-0.720 xf(9) -17.2 
S/M = 0.1710 (2.35)
9a. NT = 2941 + 0.104NYt +
(15.0) (3.35)
DW = 1.87 S = 3186 x2 (2) = 4.21 
R2 = 0.976 S/M = 0.1016
T> DD ;? w
r» nff 
O/ i'i
0.474 
(14.8)
S
0.471 
(14.6)
14.
15.
T =
.
26. «  NCRL
CRHt =
29. KHt /P
list of Variables'
AS,
4
NM:s
NT!
t
d 
t 
i 
t
't
APB,
Private consumption expenditure
Fixed business investment (excluding housing investment) 
Private investment in residential construction 
Inventory investment (changes) 
Imports on goods and services 
Demand for money 
Money supply 
Total direct taxes (net) 
Total indirect taxes (less subsidies) 
Rate of change of the implicit deflator of GNI 
Gross national income 
Personal disposable income 
Change in foreign reserves
(Rate of interest of saving! deposits with commercial 
banks) x 100 
Private capital stock 
Level of inventory investment 
Implicit deflator of GNI
Change in government bonds and treasury bills
: Monetary base
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NCRI.
NCRH.
c.
  f otal government expenditure
: Change in credit to the private sector
(less credit to housing) 
: Change in credit to housing
n'66
Total capital inflow for fixed business investment
Total capital inflow for real estate purchases
Exports of goods and services
Net invisible receipts and movements of capital
Rate of change in import prices
Dummy variable (D^7 = 1 in 1967 and zero elsewhere)
Dummy variable (D^ = 0 in 1957-65 and D^ * 1 in
1966-1975)
The model includes variables both at constant 1970 
prices and at current prices. There is, therefore, a 
differentiation between real and nominal effects. The variables 
which are in fact deflated, are deflated by the implicit 
deflator of the Gross National Income (!+')  We have adopted
this procedure on the assumption that all price deflators
fluctuate in the same manner . This enables us to examine the
general price effect, but not the relative price effect. Much 
the same logic is adopted for the various interest rates 
entering the equations. We do not differenciate between the 
long-run and short-run interest rates and we have introduced 
a representative interest rate. The interest rate used was 
that of the saving deposits with the commercial banks.
The model is dynamic and therefore both short -run
and long-run effects between targets and instruments can be 
analyzed. The dynamics of the model do not arise only from 
the inclusion of lagged endogenous variables in the behavioural 
equations, but also from the incorporation of the government 
budget constraintf that is, by fully considering the intrinsic 
dynamics of the system* this is the dynamics inherent in the 
economy even if the underlying behavioural relationships are 
static.
The model of the Greek economy, outlined above
consists of 29 behavioural equations and identities. It includes 
29 endogenous variables, 6 potential policy instruments, 10 
pure exogenous variables and 6 predetermined variables. Thus 
the system is complete, since there are as many endogenous 
variables as there are equations in the model.
The model is built around the Gross National Income 
identity and includes a real sector and a public sector so as 
both automatic and discretionary tax changes can be incorporated. 
It also includes a monetary sector and an explicit government 
budget constraint identity, so that the monetary effects of 
fiscal changes can be allowed for. Changes in the price level 
are also dealt explicitly in the model.
The real sector (equations 1-5) dinstinguishes 
between total private consumption (equation 1), private invest- 
ment (equations 2-4), total imports (equation 5) and total 
exports. All real sector equations are estimated at constant 
1970 prices. Private consumption, includes consumption 
on durables, non-durables and services. Private investment 
expenditure is a strategic component of national income, since 
it adds to the productive capacity of the economy. It is 
characterized by a diversification of economic activity and
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becomes difficult to account for general factors determining 
total investment expenditure. For this reason we have 
dissagregated investment expenditure into fixed "business 
investment (equation 2), Private housing investment (equation 3) 
and inventory investment (equation 4). Exports of goods and 
services are considered exogenous, since Greek exports on goods 
constitute a small fraction of World production and are riot 
affected by its fluctuations* Exports of services (e.g. tourism) 
conform easily with the exogeneity assumption and the inflow
of foreign capital is determined "by government policies rather
7 than the interest rate differential '« Imports on goods and
services constitute an important leakage in the circular flow 
of income and therefore are treated endogenously.
The monetary sector of the model .does not distinguish 
between the various markets. It consists of an aggregate 
demand for money function (equation 6), estimated at constant 
1970 prices, an equation for the supply of money (equation 7) 
estimated at current prices, and an identity depicting the 
equilibrium position of the demand for and the supply of money 
(equation 15)» Equation 10 is the price adjustment equation.
The fiscal sector includes two endogenous tax revenue 
functions (equations 8 and 9) estimated at current prices. 
Government expenditure on goods and services, including 
government investment, is taken to be a policy variable. 
The model also includes some definitional equations as well as 
some technical relationships to close the system.
We now turn into the analytical discussion of each 
of the equations constituting the model.
4»1.1 Private Consumption Expenditure (C.)
The original idea of the consumption function was 
expressed in Keynes's "Fundamental Psychological Law", that, 
"men are disposed, as a rule, and on the average, to increase 
their consumption as their income increases, but not so much 
as the increase in their income" .
Recalling the discussion in Chapter 2 Section 4, the 
development of consumers 1 behaviour cannot be justified by 
developments on income alone. The majority of the investigators 
have emphasised the importance of wealth as a determinant of 
consumers 1 patterns. However, lack of adequate information on 
wealth series, forced us to employ different proxies accounting 
for the wealth effects on consumption. Liquid assets can be 
measured more reliably than total wealth and they constitue 
the most important component of it in determining consumers' 
expenditure. Additionally, consumers may have a desired amount 
of liquid balances to satisfy both precautionary and transactions 
motives, and any deviation from this amount acts as a restraint
Q
upon their consumption expenditure .
Although we experimented with different formulations, 
it is our contention that the 'narrow 1 definition of liquid 
assets is the most relevant in the case of Greece, since cur- 
rency in circulation plus demand deposits constitute a large 
proportion of total liquid assets . We used previous period's 
money stock, since, working with end of period data, current
period consumption is affected by the existing wealth at the
11 beginning of the period i.e. last period's wealth .
The consumption function is estimated at constant-1970
prices. We have thus allowed for price changes, assuming that
1 ? they reflect inflation and not quality changes .To obtain
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explanatory variables we used the implicit price
-Z
deflator of GNP instead of that of private consumption , on 
the already mentioned assumption that price deflators move 
more or less together.
In addition to the above, we made the assumption 
the increase of income spent is related directly to inflation , 
We have thus assumed that prices are important in spending 
decisions not through their indirect impact, but in a direct 
way. Since consumers are not able to distinguish between the 
relative price increases and the general price level increase, 
there is a mass illusion that goods are relative more expensive
than before and in an attempt to adjust purchases, the level
1S of real consumption falls , To account explicity for the
effect of price increases on consumption expenditure, we 
included in the equation a variable representing the expected
rate of inflation, approximated by the current period rate of
  
change in prices (P+)«
An effort was also made to include the rate of 
interest in the consumption function, to allow for a more 
direct effect of monetary policy upon private
consumption , but the results did not support this 
hypothesis. The effect of high purchases on consumption is
sometimes thought to be significant, since any credit given 
to consumers will increase the level of their consumption, 
but the non-availability of any kind of information prior to 
1970 prevented us testingthis contention empirically*
To allow for habits and past standards of living 
which affect the level of consumption, we assumed that the 
level of actual consumption adjusts itself only partially to
the difference between equilibrium consumption and previous
17 period's actual consumption , that is:
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where . is the rate of adjustment to equilibrium consumption
(C^), depending on the aforementioned factors, i.e.
Ct - °0 + °1 Yt + °3Mt-1 + Vt
Combining these two equations and adding a disturbance term, 
we obtain the reduced-form equation:
Ct = C0 + °1 Yt + C2°t-1 4 °3Mt~1 + C4*t + U1t 
where CA = for i = 0, 1, 3, 4 and c2 = ( 1 - <x
There is a last point to mention before we conclude 
the discussion on the consumption function, namely the 
distinction between consumption on durables and non- durables. 
It is recognized in economic theory that different factors 
govern the consumption on durables as opposed to consumption 
on non-durables and services, since the former are purchased 
for their flow of services they provide the owner in the 
future. In our case, however, the proportion of consumption 
on durables to total consumption is very small , increasing, 
but not erratic.Therefore, it is not thought necessary to 
estimate different equations for the two categories of con- 
sumption goods.
The estimated consumption functions are shown in 
equations 1a-and 1b above. An indication of the goodness of
fit is provided by the standard error of the regression. [Note
p that in the case of the existence of autocorrelation R is
not given by the estimation procedure], In the I.T. estimate 
(equation 1b) S = 2146, indicating that the percentage error, 
measured by (S/M), is only All parameters bear the a 
priori expected sign and their coefficients are significant 
at 196 confidence level. The equations are corrected for first
order serial correlation. In the I.V. equation the estimated 
short-^run marginal propensity to consume is 0.153, while the 
suggested long-run marginal propensity to consume is 0.64 
(= 0.153/0-0.762)), which is on the low side. It must be 
pointed out that there is no general agreement on the values 
of the marginal propensity to consume in'Greece, among the
"1R
investigators , some studies even reporting a long-run 
marginal propensity to consume greater than unity. This might 
quite likely be the result of data deficiencies, especially 
during the period 1967-74 of the military dictatorship. The 
coefficient of adjustment of desired to equilibrium comsumption 
<V is 0.238 ( =1-0.762), indicating a slow rate of adjustment, 
since only of desird consumption is realized within the 
first year.
Besides income effects,, empirical evidence 'Supports 
the view that the real stock of money has a significant effect 
on the level of real consumption expenditure, over the sample 
period. The influence of the expected change in prices is 
clearly born out by the results. The negative sign of the 
coefficient, indicates that in periods of inflation the level 
of real consumption is depressed, possibly due to unanticipated 
price changes which restrain consumers' spending.
The inclusion of the rate of interest enters with 
a negative sign, therefore associated with negative income 
effects, but it does not render a significantly different from 
zero coefficient, without improving the fit of the equation. 
The results, therefore, are inconclusive about the possibility 
of monetary policy directly influencing the pattern of 
consumers' expenditure through the rate of interest.
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4.1.2 Flxefl Business Investment (I.)
Although there exists considerable number of 
investment studies, there is not a generally accepted 
theoretical explanation for investment expenditures . The 
appropriate form of investment expenditure functions should 
be decided on empirical grounds, since institutional factors 
play a determining role in explaining enterpreneurial motives 
in each country*
A convenient framework for the analysis is to 
consider the problem of investment demand (I.) in two stages:
-3£
a. What determines the optimal capital stock ( &+)» 
b. How the economy (or the firm) adjusts itself from
its actual capital stock (K+) to optimal capital
jt 
stock (K.),
or otherwise stated, if I. = P (K, , K..), the problem is
^. 
equivalent to determine K. and specify P.
As regards the factors determining the level of 
optimal capital stock, the theory emphasizes the fact that 
expected sales (or profits) determine business investment in
fixed capital, on the assumption of sales 1 (or profits 1 )
P1 maximization . Lack of information on these variables, forced
us to choose the level of national income as a proxy variable, 
representing the expected level of sales.
The problem of lags is also very crucial, since 
investment decisions taken in the past manifest themselves in 
the present or in the future. Although it is understood that 
the first period effects on investment are stronger, quickly
diminishing in time, there is no a priori evidence for the
22 investment lag structure * This has to be decided on empirical
grounds. Our data (annual series) does not permit any detailed
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treatment of the investment lag structure and we rely on the 
level of G-NI lagged one period, on the assumption that firms 1 
decisions for investment plans are taken a year in advance 
on information presented normally every year.
However, including only real variables in the 
determinants of investment in fixed capital, would mean that 
investment decisions are carried out once decided. This would 
mean that firms either have or can acquire the necessary 
funds, through the financial intermediaries or directly from 
abroad. The degree of self-financing of Greek firms is 
limited, due to their small size and they rely, to a large
extent, on the availability of long-term loans allocated to
23theia by the banking system, at the prevailing interest rate
When firms undertake investment decisions they give full
*
consideration to the availability of financing and the cost 
of funds. In an economy like Greece, the-growth of fixed 
capital formation is considered of vital importance and the 
authorities, along with other objectives, aim at controlling 
directly private investment expenditure.
In these circumstances, the level of fixed capital 
stock is effectively determined partly by the market forces 
and partly by the authorities' policies. Since it is more 
profitable for the commercial banks to lend short, the autho- 
rities intervene in the distribution of funds through rationing
Q 
and preferential credit allocation . It is thus plausible 
to regard the amount of credit allocated to the private sector 
(CRI.) as supply determined, a policy instrument, reflecting 
the authorities' strategy towards not only monetary managment,
but also investment decisions .
These factors do not curtail the ability of the 
firms to acquire the necessary funds through the market
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mechanism of the banking system, that is to obtain loans at
the prevailing market interest rate (R, ) u . As a result, we 
expect both the rate of interest and the allocation of credit
 
to explain the desired level of capital stock, since invest- 
ment decisions are affected in a more direct way than just 
via the general monetary squeeze and ease.
Another factor that determines the level of desired 
fixed capital stock is the degree of firms 1 financing directly 
from foreign funds. This is measured by the amount of foreign 
capital inflow for fixed capital formation (KI^)« The continual 
effort of the Greek authorities to attract foreign capital has 
been facilitated by a series of incentive legislation initiated 
by the Legislative Decree 2687/53 about  ' 'Investment and
I^rotection of Foreign Capital 1 and extended by supplementary
27 legislation in later years .
The adjustment process assumes a capital-stock 
adjustment mechanism, that is, the actual capital stock adjusts 
only partially to the discrepancy between desired capital 
stock and actual capital stock of the previous period, i»e.
where *y is the rate of adjustment to equilibrium capital 
stock, postulated as:
The level of gross investment expenditure is given by:
t-1 = Kt- Kt-1 + T Kt-l 
Combiming the above equations and adding an error term, 
we obtain:
Jt " ^ * i 1 Yt-1 + 12CRIt + i3KIt + 'Vt * i5Kt-1 + U2t
\
where, i.. = ^ i.. ( j = 0, 1 , 2, 3, 4 ) and ±5 «= -
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the capital stock /series is calculated using data on I,, an
estimated value for the depreciation rate and employing the 
relationship :
K = I + ( 1 -.5 ) K where K - 0t
for the actual capital stock.
The empirical estimates are shown by equations 2a 
and 2b above. The goodness of fit is provided by R2 - 0.977. 
equation 2b, S = 1886, indicating that the average percen- 
tage error in explaining the variability of private investment 
is 8. 3%. This is not as good as in the consumption function, 
is quite satisfactory, considering the unpredictability of 
investors 1 behaviour. The D.W. statistic rejects the existence 
of autocorrelation in the residuals at the confidence level.
All coefficients appear with the a priori expected 
signs. In the I.V. estimate the coefficients of Y.. and K*_ .« 
are significant at 1% level of confidence, while those of'CRI^ 
and KL. at the level. The interest rate variable (R,) is 
retained at the 10% confidence level, since it represents the 
cost of borrowing funds and it is very important in determining 
investment decisions, considering the low degree of self-
financing of the majority of the Greek firms, due to their small
29 size and particular character .
The estimated equation clearly supports the capital 
stock adjustment hypothesis. The implied rate of adjustment
0.168, (i = -0.142 = -(-- 0.0256) therefore, --= 0.1676),
indicating that 16.8% of the desired capital stock is realized
30 during the first year^ .
We now present the estimated partial elasticities of 
I.V. equation to assess the influence of the explanatory 
variables throughout the sample period.
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1957-75
1958
1965
1970
1973
1975
2.51-6
3.254
2.437
2.148
2.054
2.745
0,200
0.094
0.127
0.219
0.236
0.287
0.133
0.060
0.203
0.196
0.109
0.147
-0.160
-0.509
-0.161
-0.102
-0.092
-0.162
Fixed "business investment seems to "be elastic with 
respect to income (Y+-) throughout the period and inelastic 
with respect to the other--variables; (CRI, KI, R). The partial 
elasticities at different points of the sample period, show a 
tendency for the financial variables to gain more importance 
at the expense of the real ones. In the process of industriali- 
zation business investment seems to be financed more by bank 
credit and less by retained profits, The credit variable is 
becoming the most important factor for the boost in private 
investment expenditure. The interest rate gains importance when 
there is a shortage of bank credit in general, or when non- 
priority industries are willing to invest more and restrained 
by imposed credit rationing, seek to obtain loans through the 
market mechanism. The foreign capital inflov/ is responsible for 
substantial increase .in investment, especially in the late 60 f s,
4,1.3 Private Housing Investment (H.)
Among other factors, demographic changes are 
considered to be relevant determinants of private investment 
in residential construction. The growth of population can be 
thought as a relevant explanatory variable, but its importance 
is undermined, since population increases over the period are 
very small compared to increases in residential investment, 
The degree of urbanization would be of some importance if we
could u&cr quantitative information, but the degree to which 
this can be done is limited by the scarcity of consistent data,
As a result, we have not allowed for the effects of demo- 
graphic factors in the residential construction equation *
"32
The availability of funds and the cost of borrow- 
ing are considered to be the most relevant factors accounting 
for the short-run fluctuations in housing investment* The 
supply of funds for financing of residential construction, 
comes either through the banking system (mainly the Mortgage 
Bank), or directly from foreign sources. Recalling the discus-' 
sion in Chapter 2, Sections 5 and 6, financing for 
residential construction from abroad (KH.) plays a dominant: 
role in determining the level of investment in housing. The 
importance of this factor can be highlighted by considering 
its structure. It consists mainly of remittances of Greek 
emigrant workers intended, not so much for financing of busi- 
ness investment, but for purchasing of real estate and houses.
In addition, the prevailing market interest rate (R+) deter-
mines the cost of borrowing for the construction of dwellings   
Of greater importance, however, is the shifting of 
credit between the various sectors (e.g. construction, manu- 
facturing etc.). The authorities, in their effort to regulate 
the economy, intervene directly, imposing restrictions on the 
amount of credit available for construction (CRH..). The alloca- 
tion of credit for this sector has a clear countercyclical 
tendency, since it is a direct instrument for stabilization
 Z 
purposes . The national income might be of some importance 
for the determination of investment in residential construction 
which is expected to decline, ceteris paribus, with falling 
levels of real income. In the estimated equation the income
variable was insignificant, since our sample period is too 
short for the income variable, taken to explain long-term 
shifts in housing investment, to reveal any significant
effects and was therefore, omitted-7 .
We, therefore, postulate that the equation takes 
the following form:
Ht - hO + h1 GRHt + V^t + h3Rt + U3t 
The empirical results are shown in equations 3a and 
3b above. In the I.V. equation, the standard error of estimate, 
S = 1623 indicates that the percentage error is about 1096. 
All variables enter the equation with the expected sign 
and are significant at the 1% confidence level. Finally, the 
estimating procedure identified the existence of positive 
first-order autocorrelation in the residuals. Judging from the 
estimated coefficients, a unit increase in the foreign real 
estate capital inflow, induces a nearly 3 unit increase in 
housing investment, while a unit increase in new credit results 
in 1,7 units increase respectively. The fact that KH is so 
important in determining the level of investment in dwellings, 
diminishes the effectiveness of CRH as a countercyclical 
stabilization instrument. This loss of control by the author- 
ities' can be regained through the rate of interest, to the 
extent that it is policy determined. Indeed, a point increase 
in the rate of interest depresses housing investment by more 
than 0.1 units.
We present below the partial elasticities of H, 
with respect to individual coefficients to reveal the changes 
in influence of the explanatory variables, throughout the 
sample period.
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1957-75 0.253 0.473 -0.466
1958
1965
1970
1973
1974
1975
0.074
0.100
0.554
Q.155
0.200
0.162
0.438
0.368
0.364
0.592
0.814
0.826
-1.382
-0.422
-0.332
-0.259
-0.740
-0.543
The elasticity of housing investment with respect to KH has 
been more or less constant throughout the period, with the 
exception of the last three years which was nearly doubledU 
In the last three years, with increasing inflation and un- 
certainty, it became more profitable and less risky to'invest 
in housing. Consequently, a larger proportion of savings of 
Greek emigrants, which constitutes mainly KH, went for purchas- 
ing of real estate and houses, that would have otherwise 
financed small "businesses.
The elasticity of housing investment with respect 
to CRH starts from a very low (less than 0.1) at the beginning 
of the period, reaching a high value in the late sixties and 
dropping back in the seventies. This fact reflects the counter- 
cyclical/preferential allocation of credit to housing industry. 
At the beginning of the period, housing had a low priority 
until the late sixties when new credit was more easily 
available. The rationing of credit in the seventies counter- 
balances the drop in KH.
The pattern of the interest rate elasticity of 
housing is similar but in opposite direction to that of credit, 
since both variables are assigned the same role 0
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4.1.4 Inventory Investment
Private inventory investment (Stockbuilding) 
contributes on average to total final demand. Its wide 
fluctuation over the cycle affects all sectors of the economy 
and acts as a destabilizing element on aggregate demand. It 
also differs from fixed business investment, being depleted 
rather than depreciated, while expectations play a far more 
important role in inventory decisions. The level of inventories 
can be regarded as an indicator for businessmen in the process 
of taking decisions about other variables, like prices, 
production and sales. As a result, an explicit formulation 
of the determinants of inventory investment is essential for 
the better understanding of fiscal and monetary policies.
Inventories can be classified into three categories 
with respect to the various forms in which they are held, 
that is, raw-materials, work-in-progress and finished goods. 
The optimum, or equilibrium, level of stocks is determined 
by a cost function relating the costs and benefits of holding 
additional stocks. Owing to the difficulties associated with 
the correct classification and the accuracy of measuring the 
stocks, there is a tendency not to specify a precise cost func-
tion   It is thus assumed that desired (long run equilibrium) 
level of inventories depends mainly on expected sales or 
output, prices, interest rates and other variables»
It would be desirable to estimate disaggregated 
inventory investment equations to account for the fluctuations 
of stocks between the various sectors of the economy, but 
we only estimated an aggregate inventory equation, due to 
the unreliability of the relevant data.
The expected level of output/sales is the most
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obvious candidate for the explanation of the equilibrium
level of stocks arid is approximated by the level of national
37 income . Also the expected price changes in the value of
stocks held provides reasons for changes in the volume of 
stocks. A positive correlation between the two variables is
explained by the precautionary or speculative motives of the 
producers, while a negative correlation signifies that when 
firms find themselves with excess inventories they try to sell
them at lower prices . However, these facts cannot be pre- 
cluded on a priori grounds, since producers may alter the 
composition of their stocks instead of the volume. Experimen- 
tation with the rate of interest as a possible determinant 
of the equilibrium level of stocks proved unsuccessful, and 
therefore no direct way by which the authorities could 
regulate the level of inventories is revealed^ .
Since changes in stockbuilding is essentially a 
short-run phenomenon, the 'accelerator-type model* of partial
adjustment process to equilibrium is applicable. We therefore
41 assume that :
st " St~1 " fi ( St " St-1 ^
where is the rate of adjustment of actual to equilibrium 
stock, given by :
St = *0. + *1 Tt + ®2Pt
Substituting the second into the first of the above equations 
and adding an error term, we obtain:
where s. = 6s. for 3 0, 1, 2. and s* = -( 1 - & )*j J -?
The actual level of stocks of the previous period, entering
the equation, is obtained by employing the identity:
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Ss a= ^Ss * St-1 assuming S1956 = 0 
The estimated equations are shown in 4a and 4b 
above. The explanation of changes in stocks is not very 
satisfactory, since the standard error of estimate is on the 
high side. The goodness of fit, judged by the R2 statistic, 
signifies that 0.81 of the variation in As is accounted for 
by the included explanatory variables.
All coefficients are significant at the 1% level of 
confidence. The rate of adjustment of actual to equilibrium 
stock is 0.806, which is quite high, since nearly of 
desired stocks are realized within the first year. Finally, 
note that changes in stocks seem to be fairly sensitive with 
respect to price changes over the period under study. The 
average elasticity of AS with respect to P amounted to 0.467.
4*1.5 Import Function (Q^.)
As we have already mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 6, 
imports of goods and services played a decisive role in the 
process of economic development in Greece. Industrial activity 
is to a great extent dependent on the volume of imported capital 
goods, while the import substitution activities are not 
substantial. We have not made any attempts to disaggregate 
the volume of imports and estimate different import functions 
for groups of items possessing similar characteristics, because 
we thought that, for the purpose of this highly aggregate 
model, very little information is lost by working with an 
aggregate relationship for imports'* .
In current econometric research import functions 
axe viewed as analogus to any commodity demand functions, 
where, mainly income and relative prices are the dote"mining
factors* Due to aggregation problems, the issue of relative 
prices is still unresolved. Besides the critisism raised by
 
Orcutt , the majority of empirical studies do not reveal any 
significant relative price effect, since the estimated
coefficients are biased towards zero as a result of aggregation
44 errors . Some other studies, however, have reported
.
significant coefficients for the relative prices *
In view of the fact that total imports are related 
to the level of domestic activity, it would be desirable to 
relate them to * the individual components of domestic activity, 
The high degree: of correlation between these components makes 
it impossible to disentangle their relative effects on 
imports, and we therefore employed a composite variable to 
explain variations of total imports.
After the import liber ization in the mid-fifties, 
Greece was not faced with a foreign exchange shortage, due 
to the considerable amount of invisible receipts and the 
foreign capital inflow. For these reasons we have not included 
in the import function any, frequently quoted, measure of 
the country 1 s stringency of foreign exchange .
Finally, allowing for the fact that imports are not 
automatically realized, due to the existence of various lags
/ *7
and delays (e.g. delivery '), we assumed a partial adjustment 
mechanisrh of the form:
Qt - Qt-1 = £ ( Qt - Qt-1 
Where Q, is the level of actual imports and the equilibrium 
level is given by:
«t - a + bYt
Hence, the familiar reduced form is shown below:
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1'he estimated equations are reported in 5a and 5b 
above. Judged by the R2 statistic of 0.965 (of the OLS equ.), 
the explained variation by the independent variables is quite 
satisfactory, recalling the aggregate character of the import 
function. The standard error of the equation is about 10% on 
average.. All coefficients are significant at the level 
of confidence and the results do not reveal the presence of 
any significant correlation in the residuals.
The coefficient of adjustment of actual to equilibrium 
level of imports is 0.14, which reveals a low response as 
a result of the existing delays.
The average short-run income elasticity of demand 
for imports during the sample period is 0.388. The long-run 
elasticity is 2.75 which is high due to the fact that a large 
proportion of imported goods consists mainly of luxury consumer 
goods and plant equipment, which have a high income elasticity. 
An observation of the long-run income elasticities at different 
points of the sample period, reveals an apparent expansion of 
the import substitution industries: j-g = 3.22, y]/-, = 3-01, 
y|70 = 2.96, t| ?3 = 2.24, *| ?5 = 1.74.
The coefficient of relative prices did not render 
any significant results. A very small (near zero) relative 
price effect, conforms easily with the nature of the majority
* i
of the imported goods, capital goods, luxury goods, which are 
price inelastic. Finally, experimentation with the import 
credit as a possible determinant of the demand for imports, 
did not produce any significant results.
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for Money
Modern theories of the demand for money (Keynesian, 
Monetarist) analyze the subject within the standard choice 
theory model. Both approaches regard money as a way of holding 
wealth, but emphasize different aspects of the problem. 
Keynesians formulate their analysis in terms of the demand for 
money, as an asset alternative to other assets, while Quantity 
Theorists emphsize the flow of services which money provides
AQ
to its owner .
The demand for money function is treated as an 
application within the context of portfolio analysis. This is 
rationalized on the grounds that money, in addition to its 
function as a medium of exchange, serves as a store of value, 
which makes money an asset alternative to other assets. We 
have thus postulated that the main variables explaining the 
demand for money are interest rates, income, and expected 
change in prices.
The implication of the interest rate is that the 
adjustment of the individuals 1 portfolios from a position of 
disequilibrium to equilibrium falls, at least initially, on 
financial assets. The possibility of including more than one 
interest rate in the demand for money equation is not 
attempted here, since the high correlation between the various 
interest rates creates serious multicollinearity problems., 
The expected rate of interest is approximated by the current 
period rate of interest
The inclusion of the income variable plays the role 
of a constraint in the utility maximization problem. Further- 
more, the amount of cash balances one decides to hold is also 
dependant on the expected rate of price increases. A rise in
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the expected rate of inflation will have a negative effect on 
the demand for money, since the opportunity cost of holding 
money increases. We introduced the rate of change in the price 
level to account for expected price rises.
Some investigators have assumed that the adjustment 
of the demand for money to equilibrium is instantaneous, or 
that the lags involved are of negligible length^" -*. In this 
case, desired and actual money holdings are the same. Yet, 
if we assume that time elapses before individuals become 
aware of changed external conditions and rearrange their 
portfolios accordingly, that is, money holdings are adjusted 
by some fraction ^ of the difference between the actual and 
deeired levels, such that:
where the equilibrium level of money balances is postulated 
to be:
M* - m0 + m1 Tt + i^ + m^
Combining the above equations and adding a disturbance term, 
we obtain the demand for money equation:
i- A
where m. « ftm. (j = 0, 1, 2, 5) and m. = (1-f)
r j  
Finally, a dummy variable is introduced into the 
equation to accoiint for the irregular increase in money demand 
in 1967, due to the installation of the military regime. It 
takes the value of one in 196? and zero elsewhere.
The empirical results are shown in equations 6a (OLS) 
and 6b (I*V,) above. In equation 6b the standard error of 
estimate, S = 1257, indicates that the percentage error is 
2,8496 on average. The goodness of fit is satisfactory
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if judged by the R2 statistic (0.997). Also, the possibility 
of autocorrelation in the residuals is dismissed.
The coefficients of Yt , Rt? Kfc-1 , are significant 
at the 1# level of confidence while that of P^ just fails at 
the level. The implied coefficient of adjustment to 
equilibrium (p= 0.595), indicates that nearly 60% of the 
desired money balances are realized within the first year. 
The estimated I.V. equation implies the following 
income and interest elasticities for the demand for money:
a. short-run y[ M Y = 0.801 r| M R « 0.105
An interesting result is that the long-run M,Y is greater
than unity, which is not in accordance with evidence provided
50 by other countries . Bearing in mind the developing character
of the Greek economy, the wealth owning individual faced with 
limited alternatives of financial assets, holds an increased 
proportion of his income in the form of money balances, which 
conforms with an income elasticity greater than one.
4.1.7 Supply of Money (Mj!)
The total stock of high-powered money is equal to 
currency held by the public (currency outside the banking 
system) plus the net reserves of the commercial banks, i.e.
BA = Cp + R
The supply of money is equal to currency held by the public 
plus demand deposits (narrow definition of money, M^), i.e.
Ms * Cp + D
51 
After some mathematical manipulations , we obtain:
1
BA 
(CP/MS ) + (R/D) - (R/D)x(CP/MS ) '
Thus the money supply is proportional to the monetary base (BA) 
and inversely proportional to the currency ratio (CP/MS ) and 
the reserve ratio (R/D). Note that both'ratios are less than 
unity implying that (R/D)x(Cp/M8 ) is also less than one.
We wish to evaluate the relative contributions of 
the currency and reserve ratios, as well as that of the 
monetary base to the changes in money stock. It is equally 
important to analyze the factors affecting the above ratios 
and the monetary base, in order to see to what extent the money 
stock can be considered a policy instrument. We shall not 
undertake an analytic examination of these factors, since this
is carried out comprehensively by Kasmas (1972) . Our basic 
conclusions draw on his detailed elaboration.
An important characteristic of the Greek economy is 
the high ratio of currency to demand deposits, implying a Idw 
bank multiplier. Consequently, changes in money stock can be 
attributed to changes in the monetary base. The two ratios 
(CP/MS , R/D) have not produced significant effects on the money 
supply and the analysis shows that important changes in R/D 
were the result of deliberate monetary action. The remaining 
changes in R/D as well as changes in CP/MS , were not erratic 
but followed a predictable behaviour pattern. Thus, part of 
the supply of money becomes endogenous, although the monetary 
authorities do not lose control of it if they can control the 
monetary base. Changes in the two ratios can be anticipated 
and taken into account in advance, or they can be offset by 
making adjustments to them as they occur.
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'J!he factors more responsible for the changes in 
monetary "base are mainly the balance of payments, direct 
Central Bank advances to the economy and government borrowing 
from the Central Bank* Changes in the balance of payments 
affect the monetary base, but the authorities have the power 
to exercise their influence by taking action through balance 
of payments controls or controls on loans and advances, when 
so required. Direct advances to the economy by the Central 
Bank, are undertaken by its own initiative, while advances to
government are the outcome of a cooperative policy between
£5-2: 
the government and the Central Bank . Consequently, the
monetary authorities control the money supply effectively via 
the monetary base.
We, therefore, postulated that the money stock is 
determined by the monetary base, i.e. NMS = f (NBA). Thus, the 
money supply equation takes the following form:
= rO + r 1 NBAt + U7t
The empirical findings are shown in equations 7a 
and 7b (I.V.) above. In 7b, the average percentage standard 
error of estimate is only 3.6 (S = 1710), which is satisfactory
o
as well as the goodness of fit, as provided by the R*" (=0.998) 
statistic. The coefficient of the monetary base is highly 
significant and the implied bank multiplier is very close to 
unity (1.095), as expected.
Consequently, a change in the monetary base by one 
unit, induces a change in the money supply by more or less of 
one unit. This fact has important implications for monetary 
policy; indeed, the authorities in 1973-74 controlled the 
money supply, in their effort to control inflation through 
the determination of the monetary base.
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4.1.8 Price Adjustment Equation
Much of the earlier debate on the causes of inflation 
revolved around the 'demand-pull 1 versus f cost-push 1 distinc*- 
tion. According to the demand-pull thesis, an inflationary 
gap is created by an autonomous upward shift of the aggregate 
demand curve, increasing equilibrium output and equilibrium 
price. The cost-push interpretation of the inflationary process 
is initiated by an upward shift in the aggregate supply curve, 
reducing equilibrium output and raising equilibrium price. The 
interaction between the demand-pull and cost-push effects 
accords with the traditional discussion of inflation, where
the interdependence of aggregate demand and supply sides, is
54- 
a central future of macroeconomic analysis .
The meaning of the post-war development of the 
Quantity Theory refers to the demand for money and in this 
sense explains the role of money in generating inflation. 
Even in the most elaborate version, the Quantity Theory is a 
statement of the possible factors which may influence the 
demand for money. When a supply of money function is specified, 
the analysis proceeds in the examination of the independent 
monetary disturbances, utilizing the method of Marshallian 
supply and demand analysis. Therefore, changes in the quantity 
of money must lead to changes in the values of some of the 
arguments of the demand function. The form of these relative 
changes in the short run adjustment process on real income 
and prices cannot be satisfactorily predicted by the 
quantity theory.
Much of the modern day inflation theory is devoted
to the analysis of such short-run problems and is related to
55 
some variance of the so-called 'Phillips curve 1 . Although
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demand pressure is a considerable factor affecting the 
inflation rate, the difficulty lies in the choice of the 
variable to depict demand forces. Following the work by 
Phillips (1958), the rate of unemployment became the most 
widely used proxy for excess demand, since the demand for
labour is a derived demand and, therefore, a change in un-
"56 
employment rate reflects the pressure of final demand^ *
When,; at about'the mid-sixties, the simple Phillips 
curve appeared to break down, besides the difficulties in 
constructing such an index for excess final demand, questions 
were raised about the stability of the inflation-unemployment 
relationship, and about whether it is more than a' short-run phe- 
nomenon5 a . In addition, not all of the unemployed exercise
a pressure on the labour market, but only the f trained
57 unemployed'^'. Other proxies, such as the number of unfilled
vacancies, might also render biased results, because of the 
existence of 'concealed 1 unemployment on the one hand, and the
practice of labour 'hoarding 1 on the other.
In the particular case of the Greek economy, the 
existence of underemployment in the agricultural sector, 
labour 'hoarding 1 and also the scarcity of relevant data, 
prevented us using . such measures for the excess demand 
for labour. Another proxy that has been employed for demand
%
pressures is the discrepancies between actual and 'potential 1
GNP, but the definition of 'potential' GNP involves a fair
cq 
amount of arbitrariness and for this reason it was not used .
Besides the pressures of excess demand on domestic 
inflation, there is the element of the effects of the world 
economy, Recalling that until recently the Greek economy has 
been under a fixed exchange rate regime and there has not
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been -an effective barrier to foreign inflationary pressures, 
this factor is mostly relevant. Some of these effects on the 
domestic rate of inflation, can be captured by the rate of 
inflation of import prices (P^).
Thus, the price adjustment equation takes the 
following form60 :
t - P0 +
  
The rate of change of money stock (NM) stands as a
proxy for excess demand pressures, and is rationalized on the 
grounds of the specific character of the Greek economy. The 
holders of excess money balances tend to spend on goods and 
services, due to lack of adequate debt and ownership instru- 
ments, bringing about pressures on the supply of money and, 
therefore, increase prices.
Finally, we tested the hypothesis that the inflation 
rate is determined by demand pressure factors, operating 
within the domestic economy and by expectations about the 
future course of inflation rate, formed on the basis of world
and domestic inflation rate;. This was undertaken by employing
61 a simple adaptive expectations hypothesis model . However,
* * mthe final form of the model, including lagged P and F^ 
variables, did not produce significant results for the expec- 
tation variables.
The estimated equations are shown in 10a and 10b 
above. The goodness of fit (equation 10a), provided by the 
R2 (=0.87) is judged to be satisfactory. All parameters bear 
the a priori expected positive sign and they are significant at 
the confidence level. The equations are corrected for first
order autocorrelation.
. 
The coefficient of Pm is 0.471, which implies that
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a^out 5096 of the rate of increase of the general price index 
is accounted for by increases in import prices, while the co- 
efficient of NM is 0.198 (nearly 20%). This point has important 
policy implications, since the authorities might find it very 
difficult to control the pace of inflation and at the same 
avoid substantial reductions in the level of economic activity
4.1.9 Tax Revenue (NT+ and Nli)
u TJ
(Pax revenue is obtained by a technical relationship 
between the tax base and the tax yield, with the relationship 
provided by the tax rates. That is, tax receipts depend on the
/- z
tax rate and the taxable base .
We have divided total tax revenue into two main groups, 
whether incurred by direct or indirect taxes. Direct tax 
revenue NT. depends on a whole shedule of tax rates and allow-
i
ances, income, distribution of income, demographic factors etc., 
while indirect tax revenue (NT+) depends on a range of tax 
rates and the corresponding tax (expenditure) bases. Moreover, 
in less advanced countries, tax collections are not an automatic 
non-stochastic relationship based on tax rates and the taxable 
bases. They are affected by a number of factors, such as, 
changing administrative efficiency and tax effort, changing 
attitude of the people toward tax payments, tax evasion, 
avoidance of taxes etc. Accordingly, when one estimates tax 
equations, in these cases, does not merely estimate a summarized 
or technical relationship, but some kind of a mixture of 
behavioural, institutional and technical relationships . 
An analytic specification of various equations 
accounting for disaggragated tax revenues, .would be necessary 
If we were to compare mainly the impacts on the economy of
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65 different instruments of fiscal policy . This study, however,
is directed towards appraising the integration of fiscal and 
monetary policies in aggregate terms, and we think that a sum- 
marized view of the responsiveness of broadly defined tax 
groups is highly useful , since the existence of hundreds of 
excise tax rates and complex personal income tax schedules 
inhibit an/overall view of tax responsiveness.
Although v/e experimented with the specification of 
different forms of the tax equations, we think that a simple 
formulation is adequate for the purpose of this study. We, thus, 
postulate that nominal tax revenues are a function of nominal 
income, that is:
NTt = dO + d1 NYt + U8t 
NT* = t0 + tlNYt +U9t
The empirical results are shown in equations (8a,8b) 
and (9a, 9b) for direct and indirect tax revenues respectively* 
All coefficients are significant at the 1% level of confidence. 
For the direct tax equation the test for the existence of 
autocorrelation is inconclusive, while the indirect tax equation, 
is corrected for first-order serial correlation in the 
residuals. The standard error of estimate, although on the 
high side, (10# and for NT1 and NTd respectively), is 
judged to be adequate for the aggregate character of the 
equations.
As expected, the marginal direct tax rate is quite 
low both in absolute terms and compared to the indirect tax 
rate. The reason is to be found in the developing character 
of the economy. The estimated equations also bring out the 
regressiveness of indirect taxation and the progressiveness
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of direct taxation, since the estimated indirect base tax 
level (t>O appeared positive in the equation, while that of 
direct taxation (dQ ) v/as negative. Note that most countries
at a similar stage of development show similar values of tax
66 parameters .
Tax rates are not included explicitly in the equa- 
tions, since they changed very little over the sample period
en
and their exclusion introduces minimal "bias into the equations . 
A time trend was also tried to identify any possible shifts in 
the functions in the long-run, but it did not render any 
significant results* To account for delays in tax collections, 
one year lags in the tax base were introduced, but again the 
results did not improve. Finally, the tax revenue lagged one 
year was included in the equations, to account for any 'non- 
zero base 1 budget effects, but again the trials were 
unsuccessful.
4.1.10 The Government Budget Constraint (G-.B.C.)
The budget constraint as the balance of payments
 
statement of the government. It expresses the fact that the 
net flow of Central Bank money from the public sector equals the 
net increases of the stock of Central Bank money, held by 
the private sector. A government deficit increases the net 
assets of the private sector in a similar way, as the surplus 
reduces the net assets of the public. Such changes are likely 
to affect the rate of interest and the level of income. 
Therefore, it becomes obvious, that all conclusions about 
fiscal and monetary multipliers, common in the literature, 
are at least biased, if no account is taken of the budget 
balance. It is by now established, that the total multiplier
1.00
effect of ah increase in government expenditure depends on
68 the type of financing (taxes, money creation, sales of "bonds)
Carl Christ (1967), emphasizes that major monetary 
and fiscal policies are interdependent, "because of the 
existence of the government budget restraint, which allows the 
authorities only N-1 degrees of freedom in the setting of N 
monetary and fiscal policy variables. The effect of the change
in any single policy variable depends on how the other policy
69 
variables are varied to satisfy the budget restraint .
The G.B.C., therefore, takes the following form:
a - T = ABP_ + (ABF, + ABFJ
C D p
where G- = Total government expenditure 
T = Total tax revenue
ABF, = Banks 1 net holdings of government bonds 
ABF a Public's net holdings of government bonds 
ABF = Central Bank's claims on the government
C/
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or otherwise written, employing the model's symbols :
Any discrepancy on the LHS of the identity (budget deficit or 
surplus) is matched by an equal change of one or more terms 
of the RHS (type of financing). Thus, the inclusion of the 
Gr.B.C. provides us with the necessary link for the explicit 
analysis of the interaction of fiscal and monetary policies, 
within the context of the economic model. As we saw in Chapter 
3.1 above, the allowance for the financial implications of 
the budget alters the behaviour of the economic model 
qualitatively. In this respect, the model presented above is 
an improvement in relation to model building for the Greek 
economy. With the exception of Koutsoyiannis (1978)^ 1 , none of
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the existing models for Greece incorporates a Government 
Budget Constraint^2 .
One final point to be mentioned about the speeifica,- 
tion of the government budget constraint is the sterilization 
effect. It results from the fact that' the domestic authorities 
engage in open market operations directed at offsetting any 
changes in the money supply, originating from fluctuations in 
the balance of payments. The sterilization effect can be ac- 
counted for by writing the domestic monetarjr base in the form:
NBAd = ~1-s NP 0 £ s * 1
where s is the sterilization coefficient and is the
autonomous changes in the monetary base. In the case of s=1 , 
no offsetting adjustment takes place and NBA = . If s=0, we
have complete sterilization of the balance of payments surplus 
(or deficit).
Concerning the Greek experience, evidence suggests
that, at least until recently, no sterilization occurred,
73 since all foreign currency was converted to drachmas . Hence ,
we have good grounds to assume the sterilization effect away 
in the course of this study.
4.1.11 Other Identities
The income identity is the one around which the 
model is built. The Gross National Income at factor cost is 
equal to the individual components of Gross National Expenditure^ 
less net indirect taxes, taking the following form (equ. 1.1):
The disposable income is defined by subtracting 
total direct taxes from the GNI at factor cost (equ. 12):
- NT* +
The balance of payments or the change in foreign 
reserves of the Bank of Greece is given by (equ. 13):
Equation 15 relates the real demand for money to 
the nominal money stock (equilibrium position) :
Equations 18 and 19, simply define the price level 
and the rate of change of nominal money stock:
Pt - Pt-1 ( 1 + V100 )
NMt= ( NMt - NMt-1 )x100 / NWt-1
Finally, identities 20 to 29, define certain deflated 
variables in terms of their nominal values and the price level.
Lastly, regarding the estimation of the coefficients 
of the whole model, we should note that the magnitude of the 
single equation bias is small. This is indicated by an 
inspection of the OLS and the I.V. estimates, where the 
equation coefficients are very similar in value. The aggregate 
character of the model, employing a small number of pure 
exogenous variables, enabled us to obtain efficient estimates 
in the second stage of the procedure, since the .number of varia- 
bles left*out is small. The number of pure exogenous variables 
including instruments in the model is 16, out of which 8 
variables were used as instruments' 4". Experimentation with 
different sets of instruments showed that the divergence 
in the results is minimal.
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4«2 Simulation of the Model
In the previous section, we presented the results 
of estimation of the components of the model. The individual 
equations tell us something about the determination of the 
various variables in the model.. This is important in under- 
standing the transmission mechanism of the model and the 
relative effects of individual variables in'the system on 
other variables. What is of greater importance, however, is 
how the set of relationships behave as a whole in a dynamic
setting, in determining economic activity. This is the result
75 of simulating the model over the estimation period .
*
The simulation exercise is carried out over the 
period 1959-75, the first two observations being used for the 
setting of initial conditions. All exogenous variables and 
instruments were set to their historical values and together 
with the initial conditions, the whole set of endogenous 
variables of the model were generated.
For the simulation results to be acceptable, the 
generated endogenous variables must trace their historical 
values as close as possible. To this end, we introduced a 
criterion to evaluate our results, the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), defined as:
1 N
Zi-0
where, Ys are the simulated values of the endogenous varibles 
and Y are their means, for the N number of periods. One 
deficiency of this criterion is that the value of the RMSE 
depends on the units of measurement of each variable. To over- 
come this problem, we introduced the %RMSE, which is defined 
as the ratio of the RMSE of each variable over the mean of 
the variable, i.e.
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RMSE =
N
9&MSE = ( RMSE / Y ) x 100
The main findings of the simulation run are 
presented graphically in figures 4-2.a to 4«2,b below, and 
the numerical values are reported in Appendix A.2. Besides 
the high degree of aggregation of the model and the small 
number of variables aiming at explaining the economic phenomena, 
the overall performance of the model is considered to be quite 
satisfactory*
Of the real sector equations, the private consumption 
equation tracks the historical values very closely (fig. 4.2.a, 
RMSE = 1.50). The developments of the private investment 
equations is more difficult to trace, since they reflect much 
more complex economic phenomena. Nonetheless, they catch most 
of the turnings in the historical series. The performance of 
fixed business investment is more satisfactory than that of 
housing investment (fig. 4.2.b, J&MSEj = 9.20, ?oRMSEH = 14*1). 
The former diverges slightly from the historical series in 
the period 1968-70, while the latter is slightly out of phase 
in the construction boom of 1972-73 and misses the peak of 
1965* Besides factors that are not captured by the equations, 
some of the discrepancies can be attributed to the simulated 
values of the rate of interest which oscillate somewhat about 
their actual value.
The description of the actual development of 
inventory investment by the model is quite crude (Pig. 4.2.d,
RMSE 3.32). Although the general pattern is reflected in 
the simulated series, inventory investment misses peaks 
and troughs in the early 70 f s and it is out of phase in the 
mid-sixties. Regarding this equation, our model is not immune 
of the main weaknesses-of most econometric models.
Given the aggregate character of the import function, tike 
simulation results (Pig. 4.2.c, 9&MSE = 9.15), are 
adequate for the purpose of this study* As regards the 
simulation results of the composite variable of major 
importance, Gross Domestic Income, it traces its actual 
values very closely (Fig. 4.2.a, %RMSE = 2.12). The low 
%RMSE of this variable is an indication of the 'goodness' of 
fit of the econometric model as a whole, in capturing 
aggregate economic activity.
The money supply variable (Pig. 4.2.C, %RMSE =3.17). 
traces its historical path well, as a result of the 
specification of the money supply equation, related to the 
exogenous monetary base. The simulated price adjustment 
equation (Pig. 4.2.d, RMSS = 2.55), catches the changes in 
direction of inflation well, missing out the years 1969 and 
1970.
Finally, the results of the tax functions are shown- 
in Pig. 4.2.3 (tfRMSE^i = 10.4, tfRMSE^d = 18.9). Recalling
V
that the purpose of this model is not to incorporate detailed 
tax relationships, but simply to endogenize the effects of 
taxation in a general manner, the simulation results are 
judged to be satisfactory.
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